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Afro-American
scholar to speak
at graduation

Sexual harassment on
the part of professors
brought into question

Henry Louis Gates Jr. will
receive an honorary degree

By John Doherty
TNH Staff

By Katherine Dorr
TNH Staff
While many students will be pulling their hair
out Saturday studying for finals, more than 400
graduating seniors will be kicking up their heels to
the tune of "Pomp and Circumstance."
The 1991 Winter Graduation Ceremony will
begin at 10:30 a.m. in Lundholm Gymnasium. Of
the 1,100 students eligible to participate in graduation, at least 454 will be attending, according to
VirginiaLamontagne,coordinator ofSpecialEvents
-in the Office of Public Projects and Events.
"The number is still rising," Lamontagne said.
"People are still coming into buy tickets, even
though the deadline was Nov. 5."
Lamontagne added that the number of students
participating in Winter Graduation has been rising
in the past few years.
Henry Louis Gates Jr., a noted AfricanAmerican scholar, will be the speaker.
Gates is presently the head of the Department
ofAfrican-American Studies at Harvard University
and the director of Harvard's WEB Du Bois Institute for African-American Research. He will be
receiving an honorary degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters from UNH.
Although Gates is still working on his speech,
he said Monday that he plans to address "how the
great writer James Baldwin was subjected to political

Graduation, page 2

Henry Louis Gates Jr. brings his message to UNH
Saturda (courtes hoto).

At least one professor has resigned in response to se,ual harassment charges in the last year,
and half a dozen others have been
brought up on similar charges.
Word of another case of sexual
harassment supposedly being reviewed by the University would not
be confirmed or denied by University officials.
"Let's just say Academic Affairs does not talk about active
cases," said Barbara Montgomery,

associate vice president of Academic Affairs, the University body
that hears cases of sexual harassment
by professors and staff members.
"But," Montgomery added, "I
would be surprised if there wasn't a
case pending."
According to Montgomery, 14
cases of sexual harassment were
reported to her office between August of 1990 and August of 1991.
"A little more than half' of those
cases involved University professors.
When asked if there was more

Sexual harassment, page 2

Snowball wars rattle campus
Sunday night's battle leaves a trail of damage in its wake
By Gina DiGregorio
TNH Staff
A group of UNH students' fun Sunday
night snowballed into trouble all over campus causing two arrests, several citations and
property damage to many dorms.
According to UNH Police Chief Roger
Beaudoin, the snowball fights began in Area
III and then people made their way to Stoke
Hall, Sawyer Hall and Congreve.
"It was not a very good compliment to
the students," Beaudoin said. "They should
acknowledge that they need to grow up."

Beaudoin said with only three officers from University Police, Durham and
Lee Police were called in to assist with
breaking up the snowball fights.
He said at times there were at least
200 students or more participating in the
fights.
"Fortunately, no one got hurt that I
know of," Beaudoin said.
Three or four citations were issued to
students for disorderly conduct and many
students were issued official warnings,
according to Beaudoin.
According to Durham Police, Jon A.
Donoghue, 18, of Worcester, Ma., was

arrested on Main Street Dec. 8 at 8 p.m. and
charged with disorderly conduct. Brent J.
Whipple, 18, of Bethlehem, N.H., was arrested near Sawyer Hall Dec. 9 around
midnight and charged with disorderly conduct. Police said both students were not
taken into the station, and instead were
given hand citations and given court dates.
"My opinion is that everyone was releasing stress," said a Congreve resident
who wished to remain anonymous. He said
he was hit in the eye with a snowball that
almost knocked him to the ground. He said

Snowball, page 2

UNH students matched with
youngsters become "buddies"
By Sandra Boncek
TNH Staff

Kevin Kush, a second grader, goofs around with his big buddy Dan
Shaffer ate Rowe/TNH Staff hoto .

Sophomore Dan Shaffer will
never forget when he met Kevin for
the first time. It was last fall in the
Oyster River School cafeteria.
"When I walked in to find him,
all these kids ran up to me asking,
'Whose big buddy are you?"'
Shaffer says.
Kevin, however, was busy
eating his lunch. "When we got his
attention, he just dropped his food

andran up tome," Shaffer says. "He
kept asking me, 'Are you my big
buddy? Are you my big buddy?'
with a big smile on his face. He was
so excited. That's an awesome
feeling."
Shaffer, who is going on his
second year as a big buddy to Kevin
Kush, now in second grade, is one
of over 100 students volunteering
his time in the Big Buddy Program
at Oyster River Elementary School.
Most of the big buddies are
from UNH, but some are high school
students, according to Oyster River

Guidance Counselor Rosalind
Tepper.
This is the third year of the
program in its present form, Tepper
says. It began about five years ago,
she says, when "some social support
was necessary for a very needy fifth
grader."
UNH'sservicefratemity,Alpha
Phi Omega, volunteered to help,
and every week one of them would
pick the child up and spend time
with him. "They, in a sense, so

Big buddy, page 3
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•Gates to address December graduates
From page 1
pressure and consequently lost his voice." In
addition Gates said he plans to explain that
"one has to have one's own personal integrity, despite what others say his integrity
should be."
Gates is a former professor of English at
Duke University and has served as a faculty
member at Cornell and Yale universities. At
present, Gates is one of the most preeminent
African-American literary scholars and critics in the United States.
Heis the author of two books: Figures in
Black: Words, Signs and the "Racial" Self
and Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African
-American Literary Criticism. In addition,

Gates is the editor of several volumes and
journals. In 1981, he was selected as one of
the first MacArthur Prize Fellows.
Gates ha~ visited UNH several times,
including this past year. He said, "I love
coming to UNH." He said he's pleased that he
always receives "such a warm welcome"
from everyone at UNH.
"It's great to get an honorary degree," he
added.
Other guests for the Winter Commencement include Paul Holloway ofExeter, former

chair of the University System Board of
Trustees and Helen Thompson Heath, greatgrandniece of UNH benefactor Benjamin
Thompson. Both will be recognized with
honorary degrees.
Holloway will receive a Doctor of Laws
as an honorary degree. He served on the
USNH board of trustees from 1972 to 1988.
Holloway provides funding for the Paul J.
Holloway Prize, which is awarded to outstanding students at the Whittemore School
of Business and Economics.
Heath, 95, will receive an honorary Doctorate of Humanities. Heath played a large
part in the efforts to relocate the Benjamin
Thompson granite memorial to a site on campus. Thompson, a Durham farmer, gave his
farm in 1890 as the site of the state's university. In addition, Heath has provided the
University with an endowment for the annual
recognition of her great-granduncle's birthday.
J. Gregg Sanborn, Executive Assistant to
the President, said the graduation ceremony
will have the same general format as in the
past. The only exception will be that the
Student Body President, Malinda Lawrence,
will introduce the main guest speaker, rather
than UNH President Dale Nitzschke.

Santa Claus brings the spirit of Christmas to last week's Blood Drive which was held
. the MUB (Michelle Raymond/TNH Staff photo).
'
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•Officials say students need to
be aware of sexual harassment
1

From page 1

carry out the process.
"But what we find is their trust in the
than one dismissal or resignation as a result of system increases and they learn that everyone
last year's cases, Montgomery said that Neil cares about them," Montgomery said.
Lubow, also an Associate Vice President of
Anonymous complaints, however, are
Academic Affairs, handles many of the cases accepted by Academic Affairs, Montgomery
and that she was only "aware of at least one said.
"We look for patterns," she said. "If there
case that resulted in a resignation."
Lubow was away at a conference for a are several anonymous complaints against
week and could not be reached for comment. professors, and then someone comes forward
The 14 formal complaints thatAcademic we will investigate very seriously."
In addition to investigating complaints
Affairs office received last year were first
reported in a three-paragraph release in the of sexual harassment, the Academic Affairs
Oct.17,1991 issueoftheCamp uslournal.All office holds sexual harassment education
details of cases involving sexual harassment workshops.
Stapleton shares Montgomery's wish for
are kept confidential by the Academic Affairs
more awareness about sexual harassment and
office.
The 14 cases represent only those com- has been critical of the University's sparse
plaints that were processed through Academic reporting practices.
Affairs.
"Until we start to bring these cases for"Incidents of sexual harassment are ward there will continue to be a stigma," she
usually brought to SHARPP or the Affirma- said. "And if someone who's been sexually
ti veAction office, and then the student decides harassed picks up the paper and sees one
whether she wants to bring it to us," Mont- professor dismissed on those charges she' 11
think 'Someone's going to listen."'
gomery said.
Most students do not bring it to Academic
Stapleton believes that there are patterns
Affairs, according to Jane Stapleton of the to professor sexual harassment at UNH.
"It's not like there's complaints against
campus Sexual Assault and Rape Prevention
hundreds of professors it's hundreds of
Program (SHARPP).
"A student who has been sexually ha- complaints against the same professor," she
rassed by her professor has three choices," said.
Stapleton said. "Do nothing, go through
mediation or file a formal complaint (with
'l'.I, NewHampshir4.s the University
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Academic Affairs}."
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Mediation and fonnal complaint processes can be very intimidating, Stapleton
said, and students often opt to do nothing at
all rather than go through the trial-like process
of filing and following up a complaint.
Even once a woman reports a sexual
harassment complaint to Academic Affairs,
there is no guarantee that she will decide to
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Part of the aftermath of Sunday night's battle (Nate RoweffNH Staff photo).

•Arrests, citations and damage result
from campus-wide snowball fight
From page 1
the person who threw the snowball came over
to apologize. "There were so many people
involved- it looked like a war zone."
Justin Setchell, a sophomore and
Congreve resident, said at first the snowball
fight was kind of fun. "It just started getting
out of hand," Setchell said.
According to Congreve Hall Director
Lara Murray, at about 7:30 p.m., about 200
students came toward the dorm chanting
"Congreve, Congreve" down Main Street.
Murray said she called the police because she knows snowballs have a tendency
to cause damage.
"In a sense I was waiting for it because it
happens every winter," Murray said. "I wish
it di.ctn 't happen at all. I don't mind friendly
snowball fights."
Joanne Eaton, manager of carpentry,
hardware and paint service, said 12 windows
were broken at Sawyer Hall-the most on

campus.
"I don't remember this many being broken in the past," Eaton said.
A front door and fire door at Lord Hall
were damaged, Eaton said. Many window
screens in dorms were also damaged; maintenance does not know how much all of the
damage will cost.
Williamson Hall Director Dennis Paden
said it was about 11 :30 p.m. when he received
phone calls from residents and RAs telling
him what was going on.
"I don't think anyone's trying to cut
down on fun, but it becomes a safety issue
when people get hurt," Paden said. "Ifs
different thing when property is damaged."
Patti Sadauskas, hall director of Hunter
Hall, said she was woken up around midnight
by the snowball fights in the lower quad. She
said the police came and put their lights on to
scare everyone, but that it did not stop the
snowball fights. She said the hall directors
then tried to keep everyone in the dorms.
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•Buddy program offers
support for town's youngsters
cialized him to most of the things we
take for granted," Tepper says. "He
had never been to a movie, to a
football game. And the students really enjoyed themselves."
Since then, this initial idea has
gone through several modifications
and has "mushroomed," according
to Tepper, into what today is the Big
Buddy Program.
One of these modifications is
that the program is not restricted to
children with dire social needs.
"These are children from one-parent
families," says Tepper, "whose
parents' work schedules left them
little opportunity to provide" the
extra options for attention that
children crave.
"Now it's the 'in thing' to have
a big buddy," she says - so "in," in
fact, that currently there are more
female big buddy applications than
there are little buddies for them.
Male big buddy applicants, however,
are still needed, and she encourages
any interested male students to apply at the elementary school.
Tepper works with senior
Michelle Gold. Gold has been a big
buddy for three years, and has been
with her current little buddy, fourth
grader Sarah Jasinski, for two years.
At first, Gold says, she began
babysitting for area families, and
she got attached to a lot of the kids.
Then she became a big buddy, and
her role became more and more vital to the program as it grew. She
now acts as Tepper's liaison to the
University, accepting applications
from potential big buddies and

matching them with their little buddies.
"I think I probably know every
kid in the school," she says.
The most recent change in the
program is that, this year, the applications are more detailed and
instead of just randomly putting
buddies together, Gold now works
at matching them according to
common interests.
This approach has been highly
successful. "There was one boy,"
says Tepper, "who came to us and
said, 'Can you get me a big buddy
who likes to fish?' So we located an
applicant who said he enjoyed
fishing. [The little buddy] was
thrilled."
There is also now a small
training session for the potential big
buddies.
This was done because of slight
problems that came up last year.
"There were two parents whose kids
had problems," Gold says. "The big
buddies not showing up, that sort of
thing. We wanted to make sure that
didn't happen again, so we decided
to have the trai.ning sessions to scare
the people off who weren't in it for
the right reasons."
The training session involves
what Gold says is called the "cement
sneaker lecture," where two parents
who have had problems will warn
the potential big buddies of what
they do and do not expect of them.
All the first matched-up big and
little buddies met this year at a party
the elementary school, according to
Gold. The buddies all wore nametags

Dan Shaffer, UNH Sophomore, spends time with his little buddy
Kevin Kush (Nate RoweffNH Staff, photo).

and had to go around and find each
other. "It was good because the buddies were right there to meet the
parents, first off," she says.
"[The big buddies] need to take
it seriously," Gold says. "They have
to know how to balance the time
commitment in their lives."
Shaffer, like most big buddies,
spends about an hour to an hour a
half a week with his little buddy.
"You 're a source of security in their
lives," he says. "They count on you.
It's really not a lot of time, and you
really don't want to miss an appointment, because they' re just kids;
they don't understand."
Shaffer recalls a time when he
fell asleep and accidentally missed
his appointment. "I felt so bad," he
says. "Kevin wasn't upset, he was
just really worried about me."
Gold says that the time spent
with a little buddy should be at least
a half an hour a week. "If you can't
make it, it only takes two minutes to
make a phone call," she says.
For new big buddies who miss
their appointments, Gold takes the
responsibility of calling them to tell
them they can have only one more
chance. If they blow it again, she
says, they're out.
"It's little kids' feelings you' re
playing with," she says.
Tuer~ really haven't been any
big problems as of now this year.
Although itis too soon to tell, Tepper
says it may be due to the new
matching-up process. "Some share
a common favorite sport," she says.
"Or maybe a big and little buddy
will write down the same favorite
book. We had one big buddy who
was into theater and dancing at the
University; we put her with a little
buddy who had been taking ballet
lessons for years. For some, it's a
match made in heaven."
"Brian takes me fishing," Matt
Getz says, the fourth-grader who
requested a big buddy who liked to
fish. "We go to the Lamprey River.
Last time we caught 10 salmon." He
stops, thinks a little, and corrects
himself. "No, eight salmon."
"We go to the mall and go
shopping," says Sarah, Gold's little
buddy. "For Halloween we bought
pumpkins. It's fun to be with older
kids - to have an older kid as your
friend."
When faced with the question
of whether or not she would like to
see her buddy every day, Sarah at
first says yes, then changes her mind.
"Maybe two times a week," she says
practically.
It's beneficial to the little buddy
to gain a relationship with an older
student who is not an authoritative
figure, or a disciplinarian, someone
who accepts them as they are, who
makes them feel special and important," Tepper says.
Tepper says for many of the
youngsters she has seen in her office,
their problems seemed to diminish
as they started seeing their big buddies.
She laughs. "Now the only time

Dan Shaffer, UNH sophomore, hangs his little buddy Kevin Kush
upside down (Nate RoweffNH-Staff, photo).
they're in my office is to tell me that
they saw·their big buddy," she says.
"Kevin's parents have told me
they've seen a change attitude, and
he's more happy now," Shaffer says.
"He looks forward to seeing me."
For most big buddies, the time
spent with their little buddies is a
welcome diversion from their
mostly-hectic lives.
"When I'm with Sarah, we're
in her world," says Gold. "My work
doesn't matter; we're doing little
kid things."
Shaffer has taken Kevin to play
video games, out for ice cream, to
his dorm, and bowling in the MUB.
But what he really loves, he says, is
playing sports with Kevin. "Little
guys like sports," he says. "We play
football, and he tackles me. We play
soccer, and he scores a goal. He
loves it."
"A lot of the kids only have
little brothers and sisters," says
Alison Friedman, a senior big buddy.
"They need someone that's all their

own."
One of the things that little
buddies enjoy the most is coming to
the University. "They love going to
the MUB," Gold says.
"And going to the dining hall is
verye~citingforthem,"Tepperadds.
"To them, this is college."
Both Gold and Tepper stress
it's not important whether or not
you spend money on your little
buddy, but that you spend quality
time with them.
Gold also spends a lot of time
with Sarah's family. "It's like having a family away from home," she
says.
Most big buddies find this as
one of the most rewarding parts of
being a buddy. "Besides getting to
spend time with the child, the big
buddies get a surrogate family,"
Tepper says. "They go over for
dinner... they' re treated as part of the
family."
"They also get to do their
laundry," she adds, smiling.

The Clock will
resume printing
The Clock is ticking again.
A few weeks ago, Plymouth State College's presses halted because
of an obscene personal. On Thursday, after receiving state-wide media
attention for the past month, the college'_s paper The Clock will resume
publishing.
''I'm excited to come back and start new next semester," said Editor
in Chief James Hamlin.
The decision to take the paper away came after the personal, which
many saw as racist and sexist, sent the campus into an uproar. The editors
of the paper suspended themselves in an effort to "protect the integrity
of The Clock," Hamlin said.
Originally, the editors voted to suspend publication until they could
receive a recommendation from their media advisory board. Since such
a decision was taking a long time to get, the editors voted to resume
printing, said Phil Hart, the paper's faculty advisor.
"I'm grateful they are going back, I thought it was very disturbing
to lose that communication that unites us," said Hart.
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Nitzschke credited with improving
campus morale, opening communication
By Alan Keays
TNH Staff

When Dale Nitzschke addressed the faculty and student body
for the first time, he pledged to
immediately improve the sinking
morale of the campus.
In his first convocation speech
at UNH, given in Sept. 1990, the
new president promised to improve
the relationships between the faculty/staff, students and the administration. He said the relationships
were at an "all-time low."
Now, nearly a year and a half
after the speech, several campus
members agree that Nitzschke is on
the right track.
The relationships on campus
are much better today than a year
and a half ago, Nitzschke said. "But
we still have a considerable distance
to go."
Nitzschke said when he first
came to UNH "there was a suspicion
that the adminstration was hiding
things."
To help ~ring th~~gs out in the
SPECIAL
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open, Nitzschke instituted budget
forums. Everyone involved with the
University was invited to attend.
Nitzschke also created the
President's Council. Made up of
leaders in the administration and
student groups, the council meets
once a week to discuss campus issues.
Robert Craig, chairperson of
the Political Science Department,
said Nitzschke has improved morale
and unity on campus. "He's done it
by being a warm and interested
partner" Craig said. "The situation
and the climate change has been
dramatic."
Nitzschke has made the improvements by making contact with
the faculty and by being respectful
to students, Craig said. Nitzschke's
efforts to recognize faculty
achievements, such as the Pulitzer
Prize won by Laurel Ulrich, have
helped, Craig added.
Nitzschke has done a good job
at improving the communication
on campus, according to Patty
Bedker, an animal science professor.
"Now we just have to call over and
we can speak to the Vice President."
Bedker said Nitzschke has
helped improve the morale of the
University by being a good cor:nmunicator and volunteering to help
create a new orientation for freshmen.
Community days are another
way Nitzschke has attempted to improve campus unity. During the
campus picnic earlier this year, Main

Street was closed off to traffic and
activities were held on the Thompson Hall lawn. UNH alumus Peter
McGrath spoke on campus unity.
Roland Goodbody, a library
assistant, said things like the picnic
and the President's Council are a
good start toward improve relations.
However, Goodbody said the campus needs more things that promote
unity.
Goodbody said it's too early to
tell if Nitzschke has improved
campus morale. The perception is
that things have improved,
Goodbody said. But he added that
the campus and the President are
still "enjoying a honeymoon stage."
"I don't think he's yet succeeded," Goodbody said. "Let's wait
a few years."
John Canfield, a freshman, said
the University picnic was good idea
to help improve the unity of the
UNH communtiy. He said the
Some campus members say President Nitzschke is living up to his
campus needs more activities ~e
promises for c.impus unity (Tim Broadrick/TNH Staff photo).
the picnic, but understands largescale events take a lot of effort to Nitzschke also seems to be around dent appears to be flexible in that he
plan.
a lot more than his predecessor, is reconsidering his position.
Nitzschke's personality was Gordon Haaland, had been.
"T-Hall sets the tone for the
another attribute some studen ts said
Goodbody said he saw a dif- whole campus," said John
has helped improve morale on ference between Nitzschke and Kirkpatrick, associate dean of Libcampus.
Haaland. Haalanddidn'tknow how eralArts. "He sets out the initiatives
Cynthia Roberts, a senior and to communicate, but Nitzschke and we respond to his leadership."
an English major, said she likes seems to know how to commuicate
Kirkpatrick said Nitzschke has
Nitzschke because he tries to make by taking a more human approach, been "a strong voice for public
eye contact when he meets people Good body said.
education." Although the morale of
walking down the streets.
Goodbodyaddedthatalthough the campus may be low for faculty
"He seems anxious to get to Nitzschke may have misjudged and students because of the ecoknow the student body," said Erik some things, such as taking the nomicproblems,Nitzschkehas been
Petersen, a senior and an English letters section out of the Campus meeting these problems head on,
major. Petersen added that Journal, Goodbody said the Presi- Kirkpatrick said.
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Three Soviet
republics
form commonwealth
The three Slav republics of Russia, Ukraine
and Byelorussia on Sunday announced the
formation of a Commonwealth of Independent States to replace the old Soviet Union,
which, ihey declared, no longer exists. The
move ended Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev's efforts to create a loose union
of Soviet republics,, and sources say
Gorbachev is considering resigning.

Woman
infected by
dentist dies
of AIDS
Kimberly Bergalis, the 23-year-old Florida
woman who contracted the AIDS virus from
her dentist, died on Sunday. Bergalis was
the focus of the movement for mandatory
testing of health care professionals for AIDS,
which so far has been unsuccessful.

Committee
investigates
Quayle

By Kristin Umile
TNH Staff
When students return to school next fall,
they will find a change in the upper quad.
At the start of the 1992 fall semester, the
uppet quad - Devine Hall, Hitchcock Hall,
and Randall Hall - will become co-ed.
The decision to change from an all-female
dormitory was made yesterday morning, according to Scott Chesney, director of Residential Programs.
The department of Residential Programs
and the housing office worked with members
of hall government, the student senate and
other students in order to develop a plan that
would accommodate the number of people
interested in co-ed housing.
"We looked at the statistics of student
preferences from spring draw," Chesney said.
"There is a much larger number of returning
students that want co-ed housing than we had
spaces for."

Chesney said by turning the three upper
quad dorms co-ed, enough spaces will be
available to please the number of students
wanting co-ed living. There will be rooms for
students desiring all female dorms, he said.
Chesney said the upper quad has the
worst returning rate of all the dorms on
campus. Of the three dorms, two saw less
than 15 percent of students returning.
"We met with members of the hall government, held an open forum for students,
and made student suggestion boxes available,"
Chesney said. "The final result was an overwhelming number of students in favor of the
change."
Shawn Lincoln, the resident assistant for
the SELF (Students Electing to Live Freely)
floorofRandallandHitchcockpit saidtuming
co-ed will be a good change because it is what
students want.
"By making the upper quad co-ed, it will
mean that a lot more people return," said Julie
Hart, a resident assistant in Devine. "I think a
lot of people will be happy because it is what

they wanted."
The decision to change the upper quad is
one of the few times a change has been made
that everyone supports, Chesney said. "Everyone worked well together," he said. "I give ·
the students a lot of credit."
Elyssa Knight, a sophomore and a Devine
resident, said even though she likes the fact
that the upper quad is all female, she thinks
that turning co-ed will lead to a lot more
involvement with the rest of the dorms on
campus.
"I think it's great," said Tracy Faleski, a
Hitchcock resident. "Most of the people living here requested a co-ed dorm and now
more of us will think about staying."
According to Hitchcock resident assistant
Sue Aikins, the change is positive because it
will attract more students to the building.
"It's the best thing that could happen
here," said freshman Kim Cogswell, a Randall
resident. "There are enough all-female dorms
on campus. I wanted a co-ed dorm from the
beginning."

Professor dedicates his time and
effort to put an end to child abuse
By Michelle Blanchette
TNH Staff
Tim Barretto got a shock in 1979, when
he saw a graphic child abuse slide presentation given by the New Hampshire Task Force
on Child Abuse and Neglect.
Unable to shake the pictures from his
mind, Barretto, a Nashua High School teacher
at the time, left the school and began research
to write his own novel on the subject of child
abuse.
"It was terrible to see what happens to
children," Barretto said. "I became so moved
that I felt I had to get involved."
In 1980, Barretto, who is now an assistant professor of Communications at UNH,
volunteered at the New Hampshire Task
Force's Volunteer In Protective Service

(for the Task Force)," Barretto said.
Last April, during National Child Abuse
Prevention Month, Strafford County for Kids
hosted a play called "No More Secrets,"
performed by the Hackmatack theater group.
The play deals with the sexual abuse of a
young teen named Jenny by her neighbor.
She tells the secret to a friend, and the friend
encourages her to tell her family members
and other professionals for help. The play
makes the point to children that they must
reveal secrets such as these and let other
grown-ups know, according to Barretto.
Eighteen schools, mostly from Strafford

N.H., hosted 26 performances of "No More
Secrets." Some schools were Woodman Park
School in Dover, Maple Street School in
Rochester and Hill Top School in
Somersworth. In those 26 performances,
5,000 children attended and were made aware
of a problem that affected 5,536 children in
the area the year before, according to Barretto.
The foundation of help that the Task
Force built is evident in the work the Force
accomplishes. They make people aware of
the problem of all types of child abuse, support and help those they can and prevent as
much abuse as possible.

Child Abuse (child d-byooz') crime. Physical,
sexual, mental abuse or neglect . See rape, assault.

(VIPS).
A congressional subcommittee is investigating Vice President Dan Quayle's decision
to kill a recycling regulation, which may
have affected a company in which he owns
more than $350,000 in stock. The committee has found no evidence that Quayle financially benefitted from the decision, but
there are questions about the appearance of
a conflict of interest.

Heavy
fighting in
Somalia
Fighting between warring factions continued yesterday in Mogadishu, the capital of
Somalia. More than 3,000 people have died
in three weeks of conflict. Food shortages
have been reported, and the fighting prevented the Red Cross from docking a boat
that carried 800 tons of food and fuel.

Compiled by Rachael Wakefield from
newspaper reports.

TheTaskForce,achapteroftheNa tional
Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse,
introduced Barretto to their training sessions
on child abuse and neglect. During the next
two weeks, Barretto devoted approximately
two to three hours a day with people. He said
the most important thing he learned was how
to be nonjudgmental.
Barretto now speaks on behalf of the
Task Force at different functions and schools,
including a recent talk in the MUB for daycare workers.
"Usually when I talk I give an overview
of child abuse: how serious it is, what the
causes are," Barretto said.
Depending on time, he said he also tries
to tailor to the specific topics the groups
would like to address.
"For example the day-care workers were
especially interested in emotional abuse,"
Barretto said.
Barretto now chairs a local group,
founded by the Force and some volunteers
from the Strafford area a few years ago,
called the Strafford County for Kids.
The group 's goal is to aid abuse case
families and issues that occur within the
Stafford County. Barretto still appears as a
guest speaker when he is asked, and said he
takes every opportunity to get recognition
and support for the Task Force.
"I welcome any involvement of students

2.25 million children were victims of
child abuse in the U.S. in 1987
2,500 children were physically beaten
by their parents in the local NH area in
1987
Suspected child abuse cases reported in New Hampshire
Souce: New Hampshire Division for Children and Youth Services

1987
1990
This increase is due to many factors, according to Peggy Hill
executive director of the New Hampshire Task Force on Child
Abuse. One is the demographic look of the family. The main
structure of the common family has changed tremendously,
according to Hill. "There are a lot of single mother/father families
and not enough support to help them," Hill said. The family has
changed so incredibly over the past 10 to 15 years that we as a
society don't know how to help these families. Economic stress of
the times is another factor, Hill said.
Sources: Peggy Hill, executive director of the New Hampshire Task Force on Child Abuse and
Neglect; UNH; The New Hampshire Division for Children and Youth Services
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Stereotypes destroyed by
Air Force ROTC cadet

our hair down after class," Adams so little when I began that I called a
captain a general during field
said.
"I don't think people realize training."
Even though Adams does not
that you can look really feminine
receive
a scholarship, she has stuck
and
still
be
in
ROTC.
One
of
the
This summer Heather Adams
had the chance to do rolls in a F-4 : majors always has her finger nails with the program. All cadets receive
$100 each month during their junpainted," she added.
Phantom.
·According to Adams, there are ior and senior year at UNH, ac''The guy who worked on the
planes was a little jealous," she said. also stereotypes for men in ROTC. cording to Adams.
Adams believes ROTC has
"He had been working on the planes "Guys in ROTC are not violent men
for 22 years and had never taken a who want to kill people," she said. changed her for the better and so
Adams also dispelled the myth does her family and friends.
flight."
"I really needed this to make
"I did a roll," she said as her that people join ROTC instead of a
face lit up. "It was so breathtaking. sorority or a fraternity. "There are me more assertive," said Adams.
You have windows all around you. people in ROTC who do both," she "Even my mom thinks I'm more
confident and outgoing."
said.
It's nothing like a 747."
"I feel that she went out and
"It isn't all marching, physical
Adams has flown faster than
the speed of sound, and she has training, and b9ot camp-type stuff tried something different, different
flown maneuvers at five times the either, people would be surprised," than the majority, and she stuck
force of gravity..She has also seen she said. "It's not just all training with it," said friend and roommate
(Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
Carrie Walsh. "She has really made
some of the highest and the lowest and no fun."
She cites stereotypes as a rea- something out of it."
points in the United States, includjunior years go through experiences
Another roommate and friend, similar to boot camp or basic
ing Death Valley and Mount son and the fact that a lot of ROTC
partakers are from military families. Cheri Bellgowan, feels the same. training.
Washington.
She admits that the possibility "Heather has never really been one
Adams, a _senior, is a business
"They yell at you and stuff, but
administration major with a psy- of a scholarship was what first in- to take control of a situation before. it isn't bad," she said. "It's .like a
chology minor. She will _graduate terested her in ROTC even though She never dominated a group and as game where they just try to toughen
a flight leader she had to. ROTC you up."
this coming spring, not only from she was a little intimidated.
"I remember the first class I made her a leader; it forced her to do
UNH, but also from the Air Force
Another training period, called
ROTC program as a first lieutenant. went to. They called the roo~ 19 it."
the advanced training program,
"We're very proud of her," which is optional and offered beAdams said she doesn't think attention and while I was still
she looks like the stereotypical Air stumbling over my desk, trying to Walsh said. "I think she is proud of tween junior and senior year, also
get up, everyone else was at atten- herself too, and she should be."
Force ROTC cadet.
-pays cadets. It was at this program
Adams said that some of their that Adams was able to fly the
"People who are in ROTC are tion. I _felt like the only one who
not geeks who wear blue polyester didn't know the commands," she _ best experiences in ROTC have been Phantom jet.
at field training, which is required
bell-bottoms," Adams said. "I wear said looking down with a smile.
~•1 could only have gotten this
"A lot of people don't join be- for all members. For a minimum of through ROTC," she said.
a skirt and pumps."
"We all wear a little bit of cause they don't know anything four weeks during the summer, caAdams is the UNH Air Force
makeup and jewelry, and then let aboutthemilitary,"shesaid. "Iknew dets between their sophomore and ROTC public relations officer and

By Kelly Parker
TNH Staff

would like to pursue a similar career with the Air Force after she
graduates. She owes the Air Force
four years upon graduation.
"I've always had an interest in
advertising," Adams said. "With
public affairs, I would be doing
something different every day."
Adams also feels public relations work would enable-her to get
more experience in leadership and
management. "If I like it I'll stay.
and I can retire after 20 years at 45
and still receive 50 percent of my
salary," she said.
"There are so many benefits,"
said Adams.-"They really take care
of you."

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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NEED A PLACE
TO LIVE?

66
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a qualified student with good

grades, apply now for a scholarship from
Army ROTC.

Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. They also pay off 'Pilh officer
credentials and leadership experience
impressive to future employers.

Look no further:
There's a place for you
right here on campus

Apply NOW for Semester 2
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING at the
DepartDlent_of Housing at
Pettee House
(862-2120)

ARMY ROTC
m

SMARTEST COLJ.EG[
COURSE YOIJ W TUE.

SCHOLARSlllP APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPIED
CONTACT CAPTAIN TOM VANDAL
600-862-1078

Spaces available at The
Gables apartrrients,
Woodside apartrrients, and
the Residence Halls.
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What's the strangest thing you
ever got for Christmas?
Matt Travis
English
Senior

Kelly Waples
Linguistics
Senior

Scott Marcy
Psychology
Junior

"Three fingers from my uncle's hand."

Heather Thompson
Business
Administration
Junior

Michelle Bellion
English
Teaching
Junior

Steve Ribaudo
English
Teaching
Junior

"Blonde hair without brown eyebrows."

"I never get anything for Christmas because
nobaody loves me."

"A bottle warmer. It was a little sock that went
over a bottle."

"A doll house that my mother was making right in
front of me the whole time. She told me it was for
another little girl and I believed her."

"A New Kids On the Block garbage can for my room.
I got it for Christmas last year, I wasn't too psyched about

it.

II

t

Tl:ie coolest orange car I ever got for X-mas
By Winifred Walsh
TNHStaff
Opinion
When I was 15 my friend Sam gave me an orange
MatchboxforChristmas.ItwasjustliketheDukeso/Hazzard
car, except it didn't have any numbers on its side. The doors
were welded shut and everything.
The car was not only the strangest thing I ever got for
Christmas, but it was also the coolest. Dukes ofHazzard cars
are the best, especially when you 're 15 and have another
year before you can get your license.
That very same year I gave Sam a truck. It was black and
had pin-striping down the side. During study hall we would
sit in the library and shoot them across the table at each other.
The object was to make the cars hit head on and go flying
across the table.
After awhile the librarian got wise to us and told us to

a.

put the cars away or she'd kick us out. We put the cars away
for then, but every once in awhile we'd try to take them out
again. She'd catch us every time.
"You girls put those cars away," she'd say the second she
heard one of them on the table.
"Yes Mrs. Anderson," we'd say.
You had to be careful when you were in the library during
study hall. They couldn't permanently kick you out of study
hall because there would be no where else for you to go, but
the library was supposed to be the place you went to do special
projects. The librarian was all-powerful.
After about a month she had had enough.
She looked at us and glared. "Park it!" she said. "If you
bring those cars in here one more time you can plan on never
coming back into this library."
She had her hands on her hips. We knew she meant it.
"Yes Mrs. Anderson," we said.

Which of the following conditions
most influenced where you shop?

Q•

46.5%

Service

Do you wait for sales before
doing your holiday shopping?

26.5%

25.0%

18.6%
Most of the
time

Graphic by Jonathan D. Green

We put the cars in our pockets and drew on our book
covers for the rest of the period. It was the end of an era.
Back at my locker I set my super orange Matchbox on
the top shelf and sighed. I stood back and looked at it and
knew that, yes, it was time to park it. I tried to tell myself that
I was just putting it into storage, but I knew it wasn't so.
It wasn't until spring that we saw our cars again. Sam
came running up to me and told me she had found her truck.
"Brrrrrrrmmmm," she said. The truck peeled up the
side of my locker. When it reached the top she let it go and
it crashed to the ground.
For a good 15 minutes we had our cars back, but it
wasn't the same. There was still aways to go until we got our
licenses, but Matchboxes just dido 't do it anymore. Plus, by
then it was marble season.

34.5%
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Classes tough to come by in Communic ation Departme nt
No set limit on number of majors hampered students' entry into area of study
By Stephen Drake
TNH Staff

Declaring yourself a communication major isn't as easy as it
used to be. In fact, it might even be
harder to get the required classes.
"I couldn't get any courses,"
said junior Ed Spater. "They
wouldn't let me declare the major."
Until 1987, the communication major and the theater major
were joined as one department.
Since these majors split into two
separate departments in 1987, the
communication department has had
to deal with the problem of enrollment.
Professor James Farrell, di-
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Present Student ID for 15%
discount on UPS shipping

rector of advising for the communication department, said the difficulty
students may encounter stems back
to 1987, when there wasn't a cap on
the major.
"When we did get a cap on the
major, we gave seniority to seniors
graduating," Farrell said. Allowing
students to enter the major by class
alone caused "a lot of students taking
a lot of courses in a short period of
time." Overcrowding in upper level
courses resulted.
To com bat these problems, the
communication department adjusted their enrollment by reserving
spaces for the four required classes.
The adjustment, however, may have
caused the outcry from students by
not allowing some in the major.
Farrell said last fall the major consisted of almost all juniors and seniors. However, the next two
graduating classes will allow more
space for freshman and sophomores
to declare the major.
"Those freshmen and sophomores who entered UNH as prospective communication majors
were added either last semester or
this semester," Farrell said. "It will
take one or two years to be completely smoothed."
According to Farrell, the
communication major is limited to
300 juniors and seniors, 120
sophomores and 80 freshmen.
- Students can take communica-

The Communication major continues to grow at UNH despite the high ratio of students to faculty
(Nancy Goulet/TNH Staff photo).

tion courses that are reserved for
non-majors to get started. He said
many communication majors had
been taking courses since their
freshman year in order to declare.
Kelly Tate, a junior, said she
was a provisional communication
major when she entered the University.
A provisional major is one who
has been accepted to UNH with the
understanding that he or she will .
not be formally considered a major
until space permits.
"I had no problems getting

classes," Tate said. "Everyone in
my situation got accepted."
Professor Sheila McNamee,
head of the communication department, said the major is designed so
freshman and sophomores can declare and progress through the major. Farrell said the communication
major is one of the largest majors in
demand, and said the student to
faculty ratio is very high. McNamee
said each adviser is assigned about
50 students.
Both McNamee and Farrell
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Macintosh LC System.
Macintosh Classic® System.
Now's the right time to buy an Apple® Macintosh® computer system.
Because right now you can save big on Apple's most popular computers and
qualifying printers And Macintosh is the right computer to help you achieve
your best, through~ut college and beyond.
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agreed the department needs more
faculty and tenured positions.
"The hiring of additional faculty is not up to the department, but
rather the dean 'soffice,"Farrcll said.
"More faculty means more office
space and more classroom space. It
isn't just a matter of hiring another
faculty member." Mc N a m e e
said,"The communication department hopes to maintain the same
high level of interest and certainly
would like to be in a position to
accommodate this interest."

•

now.

·Macintosh !lsi System.
What's more, you may even qualify for the new Apple Computer Loan,
which makes buying a Macintosh now even easier.
So come in right now and check out the big savings on Macintosh. But
hurry-these special savings last only through January 5, 1992.

For further information visit The University Technology Center,
Thompson Hall Room 14A or call 862-1328
Open 9am-3pm
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.

See the new Macs and pick up a loan application on Demo Day, Wednesday, December 11th,
11 a.m. - 2 p.m., in the lobbies of McConnell, Kingsbury and the MUB.
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Teen Turns

Pets and peop Ie work together to v1 sIt
nursing home residents around area

Self In
Sidney Henderson Jr., 18, of Dover
turned himself in to police. Henderson was
wanted in connection for allegedly beating
a 76-year-old man and stealing his wallet.
The police have been looking for Henderson
since Wednesday after arresting his two
friends for being accomplices to the felony.
Henderson remains in jail on $10,000 bail.

Juveniles caught
in connection
with bank
robbers
Saturday night police arrested three
juveniles in Portsmouth who were wanted
in connection with a bank robbery in Portland, Maine. The three boys, ages 15, 16
and 17, were trying to make their escape on
a Greyhound Bus in Market Square when
they were apprehended. Police believe the
three boys were trying to make it to Phoenix, Ariz. The juveniles were held over the
weekend and are awaiting an extradition
hearing on Monday in Portsmouth District
_
Court.

Layoffs
The Encore Shoe Company has just
laid off 10 workers and may release 100
more. The company is apparently facing a
credit crunch due to the recent bank failures. The credit crunch comes from the firm
that is now servicing their loans, ReColl
Management of Boston. Encore 's loans used
to be serviced by Bank of New England,
which was taken over.

Raymond man
killed in snowmobile accident
James Slobuszewski, 20, of Raymond
died when he smashed into a closed gate on
an abandoned railroad bed trail.
Slobuszewski was the only person on the
snowmobile. According to the Fish and
Game Department Spokesperson Capt.
Brian Howe, it appeared that alcohol may
have been a factor in the accident.

N.H. Poll is
negative on
Bush
A Domestic Poll taken yesterday
showed the majority of New Hampshire
voters are disappointed with Bush and the
economy. The survey was taken from 880
voters and comes 10 weeks before the first
presidential primary. Six hundred forty six
of the voters, including 606 Republicans
disapproved of Bush and his management
of the economy. One hundred seventy six of
the state's voters approved of Bush.

Compiled by George Stafford
from newspaper reports.
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By Karen Kearney
TNH Staff
Nelson, who is in his 90s and is half
blind, smiled when five volunteers from UNH
walked into his room with a cat, kitten and a
bunny.
The volunteers, who are part of the Elder
Pet Volunteer Program at UNH, were making
their rounds at the Clipper Retirement Home
in Rochester last week.
Nelson pointed to the black and white
photo of his son and daughter as he asked the
volunteers about UNH.
Tara Prairie, an applied animal science
student, planned the visit to the Clipper Retirement Home. Prairie has been volunteering for Elder Pet for three years. She said she
has gotten a lot out of the program because
she knows she is helping people.
Elder Pet is a program that uses animals
from shelters, volunteers and puppets in
reaching out to people in nursing homes.
The pets are used to "break the ice," and
allow for conversation between the volunteers

and the resident, according to Prairie. The
residents pet and hold the animals.
Elder Pet was started in 1982 as Pet
Therapy and reorganized and renamed Elder
Pet in 1983-84.
According to Dr. J erilee Zezula, director
of the program, pets give volunteers an reason to visit the people in the homes. Nursing
homes in Portsmouth, Dover, Exeter and
Rochester are visited by the volunteers four
times a semester.
Volunteers who have had defensive
driving and have been a volunteer for a year
coordinate visits with the nursing homes.
Zezula said these drivers receive credit
for their work. They are in charge of the other
volunteers and must make sure the volunteers
know what to do and how to act. The drivers
are also responsible for the pet's health and
temperance.
For the first time this year, volunteers
used their own animals to bring to the nursing
homes, said Zezula. Volunteers must fill out
forms and the pet must have a temperance
test. The exam tests the pet's friendliness and
gentleness. Using their own pets works out

because volunteers know their pets well.
Volunteer Laurie Broderick uses her own
dog in the program. She said she likes to bring
her dog because she knows how he's going to
act. Broderick said he's a veteran of several
visits, and he likes people.
Broderick said animal shelter pets can be
unpredictable while a volunteer's pet leaves
out a lot of guesswork.
Sherry Urban, a sophomore wildlife
management major, said volunteers had to
learn what to say because they can't say
things that would upset the residents.
"I'm definitely more comfortable the
more I go," Urban said on her second visit to
the nursing home.
Shawna Elwell, a pre-vet junior and Sue
Cooke, a biology freshman, volunteered for
the first time at the Clipper Retirement Home.
Cooke said she was surprised at how
friendly the residents were. "I expected them
to be more out of it," she said.
Elwell said she she liked the idea of
using the animals as a way to meet residents
like Nelson.

Handi-Van service helps those in need
1'.IT • (
ff lll

er spells trouble for those in wheelchairs

By Karen Kearney
TNH Staff
Among the many people who were affected by last week's stonns were those who
are wheelchair bound.
Steve Carrignan, an undeclared freshman, said he had trouble getting up the ramp
with his wheelchair at the MUB on Tuesday
at 11 :30 a.m. Carrignan said the ramps were
icy, and were dangerous going downhill. The
paths behind the MUB were also hard to
navigate in his chair on Thursday, he said.
Susanne Bennett, director of plant maintenance, said handicapped access ramps have
to be hand-shoveled, and only six people are
available to do the job. Other personnel are
responsible for plowing. She said housekeepers help by shovelling 10 feet out from the
buildings they're in charge of.
Plowing priorities _: what gets plowed
and when - depends on whether or not
school is in session, Bennett said.
If school is in session, roads, access to
c!assrooms and parking lots are plowed first.
The MUB falls under this first priority, according to Bennett.
Frank Cartwright, cashier at the MUB
Pub, said he had some trouble with his
wheelchair because of the freezing rain. He
added he is stubborn, so it didn't slow him
down too much.
Cartwright said the University does a
good job helping the handicapped. People go
out of their way to help him in poor weather
conditions, he said.
According to Donna Marie Sorrentino,
ACCESS coordinator of student disabilities,
snowstonns inconvenience everybody. ACCESS (Accessing Career Challenges in
Education through Specialized Services)
sends a list to the Grounds and Roads crews
of areas that need their attention, according to
Sorrentino.
If students with disabilities have trouble
getting to class, she said they can call the
Randi-Van for a ride anytime. Sorrentino
received one call from someone at Murkland
I ✓ /.
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on Tuesday.
Senior Doug Durling, a Randi-Van driver,
said handicapped people use the van more
often during bad weather. Rides are scheduled
and people are taken between buildings, he
said. Some passengers need help into build-

Cool-Aid
Tapeline
862-3554

ings due to the snow.
Ron Lavoie, manager of Grounds and
Roads, said he received no calls about
wheelchair access problems. Usually people
call if they have problems, Lavoie said.
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Prep Plus ·
For the MCAT:
The Best
Medical
Insurance
No one can guarantee your acceptance to
medical school. But we can guarantee that you '11
score your highest on the MCAT. Our unique Test
Your Best guarantee is your insurance policy. If
you're not completely satisfied with your MCAT
score, we'll let you repeat the entire course ... at no
charge!
We offer expert live instruction, innovative home
study materials, unlimited review in our
TEST-N-TAPE labs and lots of personal attention.
That's why Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared more
test takers, and produced more top MCAT scores,
than everyone else combined!

CLASSES STARTING NOW!
1-800-KAP-TEST
i STANLEY H. KAPIAN

c&. Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

______________
TH_E_NE_W_H_A_MP_SH_IR_E_,T_UE_S_DA_Y_D_E_CE_M_BE_R_l0_,_199_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Chain, Chain, Chain of Fools
I usually enjoy going to the
Post Office. Mail lets me know I
exist, even if every envelope in my
box is addressed to "Occupant." I
may be a social security number to
the University, but I know my place
in the universe is secure as long as
Ed McMahon keeps giving me the
chance for millions and Sears keeps
offering me great deals on vinyl
siding (An offer I'll keep in mind
if I ever own a house).
And then one day last week,
buried amidst a friendly reminder
from those lovely, patient people
at the phone company (who are
hopefully reading this), a bounced
check notice from those swines at
my bank, and an extremely attractive offer for vinyl luggage (what
is it about mail order and vinyl?),
was a hand-addressed envelope
with no return address. It even had
my name on it. Aletter from a long
lost friend perhaps, or cash from

home?
No such luck:
"This letter originated in the
Netherlands, and has been passed
around the world at least 20 times,
bringing good luck to everyone who
has passed it on. The one who breaks
the chain will have bad luck ... "
Great. A chain letter. The writer
(now I know why there was no
return address- The desire to make
this person's life miserable is
overwhelming) went on to describe
the sorry fates of several sad souls
who had the temerity to break the
chain:
"Warren was bicycling down
the street when he burst into flames,
veering onto the sidewalk, where
he was promptly given a ticket by
the Durham police...
"Levon was walking his dog in
a serene, grassy Newmarket field
when he was suddenly set upon by
a swarm of killer bees ...

"Rhonda had settled down to
watch Star Trek with a liter of soda
pop and a bowl of fresh buttered
popcorn. She turned on the TV. To
her horror, she had already seen the
episode ... "
Scary stuff.
But then again, I thought, if
this letter has been around the world
20 times, why isn't there more good
fortune in the world? Maybe it was
all a bunch of hooey. People still
can't get jobs. Oat bran isn't the
miracle cure after all. Styx is going
to put out another album. Somebody ignored the letter, obviously.
Maybe several people. There are
quite a few unlucky people out there.
John Sununu, for example. Charles
Keating. Matt Young. Milli. Vanilli.
Usually I file chain letters next
tom y offers from the Franklin Mint,
but this time I took the prospect a
little more seriously. The conse-

byDaveOlson

quences of breaking a chain letter
during finals week boggle the mind.
I had visions of my English 516
term paper (a certain masterpiece)
being sucked from my computer
screen into a bottomless black hole
by the evil byte that lives in all
software. I saw myself showing up
promptly at noon for iny French
final on Thursday, only to find out
that the exam was held on Wednesday. I saw my GPA spiraling
downward faster than Ted
Kennedy's favorability ratings.
I even saw bad things happening on a national level:
"David Duke was sworn in as
the 42nd president of the United
States, in what experts called 'a
victory for white guys everywhere.'
Duke attributed his come-from-behind success to a chain letter broken
by a University of New Hampshire
student..."
I can't take the chru}ce. I'm

doing this for my country:
This column originated in the
Netherlands, and has been passed
around the world at least 20 times,
bringing good luck to everyone
who has passed it on. The one
who breaks the chain will have
bad luck. DO NOT KEEP THIS
COLUMN. Do send money (You
can ignore this). Make four additional copies and send it to five
of your friends to whom you wish
good luck. You will see that
something good happens to you
infourdaysfromnow if the chain
is not broken. This is not a joke.
You will receive good luck in four
days.

Merry Christmas, suckers.

---THANK YOU----.
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER COMMUNITY
AT UNH

THANKS
THE MANY
UNH
STUDENTS, FACUL TV, STAFF
ADMINISTRATORS, ALUMNI/A£
•nd
COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Whose generous resDonse
allowed our food drive to
serve 58 f amities with
Thanksgiving Food BHkets

....--THANK YOU---

DUI<~
IRTHRIGHT

!!!STUDENTS!!!
AFFORDABLE FITNESS AT
THE SEACOAST'S BEST CLUB

SATELLITE

Offer ends December 31 , 1991

$99 for Spring Semester
(January 1 to 31)

or $158 Jan. 1 - Aug. 31
Indoor Pool, Aerobics, Reebok Step, Cardiovascular, Free
One-on-Ones, Nautilus, Free Weights, Racquetball,
Wallyball and Lounge.... On the Coast bus route

The Work■
Athletic Clal,

246 Route 108

Somersworth
742-2163

Listening, Support, and Encouragement
Free Pregnancy Test(ing)
Medical Referrals
Shelter Homes
Maternity and Baby Clothing
(603) 868-1607

A Free Confidential Service For Women
In Crisis Pregnancies
(Non-denominational)
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GREETINGS
ETTERS
International
Affairs woes

of studies, flip-flopping on stated
. rules and-regulations and imposing
new, more difficult demands on
students' precious time·. As a perpetual visitor to the torture chamber
in Hood House, I caine ·to view
Lonnie as a savior form the throes of·
this dual major. But now she is gone
and we are·led to believe it was a
peaceful departure. I ask the University to answer this question: Who
is responsible for such an untimely
. departure; for the most recent
shakeup at Hood House?
The students of International
Affairs would like to see an end to
the uncooperative, irresponsible
behavior at their advisor's office.
We would like to see the same
principle practiced as those which
are taught.

To the editor:
Once again, there is bedlam in
UNH's International Affairs Office.
Ashakeup, a reshuffling ofpositions
and turmoil, spring cleaning or bureaucratic screening -whatever you
may call it, there seems to be further
demise in the foundation of what
many consider a necessary element
to our University's academic picture.
The very same program that seeks
-. to pursue understanding of aa.d responsibility to the world and its
Corey A. Duefield
complexities by requiring students
Senior
to fulfill a rigorous and comprehenIA/Economics
sive plan of study has failed to adhere to its own standards. Any student involved in an international
affairsdualmajorrealizeshowmuch
stress is placed on cooperative yet
independent behavior, individual
responsibility for actions and con- , To the editor:
One of the most frustrating ascem for others' welfare. Constantly
these students are reminded of these pects of being involved in the Incharacteristics and are expected to ternational Affairs Dual Major
adhere to the dictums in academic Program over the last three years
has been the constant inability to
and personal ways.
However, the program's office, maintain staff and faculty positions.
that infamous floor in Hood House, I'm talking about the IA Program,
which ought to be a cornerstone in previously known as the Program
practice, has failed the students once for International Perspectives or PIP,
again. This time the failure is seen in which has been unstable since I got
acquainted with the program in 1988.
the firing of Lonnie Dickerson.
Without regard for the needs of Currently, the program is operating
current and future international af- with an Interim Assistant Director
fairs students, someone has taken and an / nterim Director, meaning
away the best hope for the office to that there will be two new .staff
end its record for bungling students' people coming on next year. The
files, creating undue havoc in plans one person students and faculty alike

International ·
Affairs II

have been able to turn to for a defini- I do know that students are getting and no one else. Other departmen~
tive answer, or a helpful word of robbed of knowledgeable advisors operate that way, why can't this one~
advice, has been Ms. Lonnie and a cohesive staff in the IA Pro- I'm just sorry to see a good persor
have to leave the IA office wher
Dickerson. Too bad she has just gram, and it is not fair.
been fired.
I have had many problems with there are so few of them left. Lonnie
Lonnie has been the Interna- the IA Program, simply because of was able to perform her job witt
tional Affairs Coordinator for the the fact that staff move in and out of excellence and enthusiasm, while
last two years. Students have relied there so fast students don't know keeping students' needs in mind.
I just hope this program doesn '1
on Lonnie for correct advice about who to talk to. I'm graduating this
study abroad, course curriculum, semester, and for the past year I've die a lingering death, because it is
plans of study and career opportu- been fighting to keep my dual ma- not fair to the students who have
nities. She has always made herself jor. The IA Program needs to be devoted their time, exorbitant effort
available to students when they were taken more seriously and staffed and money to the dual major. The
•in dire straits even if she had to give appropriately, with permanent, students bust their hump to do well
up some of her personal time, like knowledgeable advisors who are
LETTERS page 17
her lunch hour or staying late. The there to help the IA students only
International Affairs students are
·more than concerned, they are outraged by the decision being handed
down by the administration and the
program directors.
Ijustdon'tgetit. How can there
LINDA L. HYATT, Editor in Chief
be so much controversy surrounding
BIRGER DAHL Managing Editor
one person's position? There has
JONATHAN GREEN. Design Editor
KATELYN RANDALL. Layout Editor
been tremendous turnover, with staff
GINA DIGREGORIO. News Editor
JOE FLYNN. News Editor
coming and going, so much so that
PATRICK DUFFEY. Sports Editor
STEVE LANKLER. Sports Editor
students have ·had no single person
LLOYD TRIGGS. Photo Editor
CHRIS YORK. Sports Editor
that they could rely on for direction.
JODIE CLINE, Graphics Manager
NATHAN ROWE. Photo Editor
For the past two semesters, Lonnie
HEATHER OSBORNE.Arts Editor
KIM BROOKS. Graphics Manager
Dickerson has been the person stuWINIFRED WALSH. On-The-Spot Editor ALI JURTA. Forum Editor
SHAUNA SIPE. Business Manager
dents felt they could tum to for
REBECCA GOMBERT. Ad Manager
advice, but as of two weeks ago, she
Brandon Decaro
Jennifer Osborne
News Briefs Editor
Steven Salmeri
Arts Reporters
Steve Welsh
Rachel Wakefield
Kimberly O'Brien
was fired. Of course, there are two
Chris Carney
Trishia Barry
Circulation
Carlene Rose
sides to every story, and I've heard
Tomson Weston
John Doherty
Phil Fujawa
Kate Scaletti
Bethany Mccann
Pete Tipping
Assistant 8U1ine11 Manager Sue Robinson
parts of both sides. Admittedly, it's
David Clement
Ed Puffer
Ken Stremsky
.
Tareah Fischer
Steven
Salmeri
Nicole
Desmarais
Advertising
Associates
Linnea
Anderson
hard to decide who to believe.
Brett Freese
Ray Psonak
Lisa Sandford
Suzanne Nathan
As far as I'm concerned, Lonnie
Ed Puffer
Julia Mciver
Jim Mozaki
Jennifer Nye
Michael Manzo
Sports Reporter
Photographers
Rachel Wakefield
did her best to help students feel
AmyMorancie
Nick
Strangas
Ryan Mercer
Helen Stock
PhilFujowo
Michael Hayward
Dave Dauphinais
Melissa Bane
better about the decisions they had
Production ASlistaits
Jim Collins
Lloyd Triggs
Kelly Herbert
Melissa Myers
to make regarding courses, study
Brenda Riddell
News Reporters
Susan McGrat
Spril Bellafiore
Douglas Poole
Lynda Marshall
Chris York
abroad and other aspects of the dual
Graphics
Assistants
Kate Scaletti
Winifred Walsh
Keith Canniff
Erin O 'Connell
Todd Knight
Brett Freese
Alan Keays
_major program. Why then was she
AmyMilis
Kris Bishop
Todd Tukey
Karen Kearney
Cynthia venkins
fired? Was it because she was inBryan Mitchell
Krista Zanin
Sarah Cournoyer
Amy Medeiros
Sarah Head
Josie Hallinan
sue Ebert
competent? I don't think so. Was it
Cartoons
Jeff
Westcott
Pat Cline
Donna Hyatt
John Hirtle
Rob McCullough
Pam Margaritis
Pete Howe
because she was made to look inRobert Squire
Dan Bureau
Michelle LaRoche
Bethany Mccann
Raymond Will
competentdue to a job restructuring?
Aaron Brown
Bob Kuhl
Kelly Parker
D. Timothy Poisson
Kevin Gray
Joe Wisniewski
George Foirbaum
Could be. Was it simply a case of
Arthur
link
Brenda Riddell
David Clement
Ken
Mattern
Kristoffer
Bishop
Serin
Niazi
office politics? We may never know.
Kate Lvnch

Reul Clemente

Jason Brodeur
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Jon Fishman

Phish Fries the Portsmouth Music Hall
A Conversation with drummer Jon Fishman

Also:
-----

EnvironmentaI Benefit Concert
Review of the new novel by Larry McMurtrY
Common Source

Jon Fishman talks about the future of
By Ben Zipkin
TNH Staff

It's Saturday night, and in about
45 minutes, Phish will bring its own freaky
brand of music to the stage of the Portsmouth Music Hall. Jonathon Fishman, the
drummer/vacuumist/namesak e of the
band sits in his dressing room with his
woolen sock-clad feet propped up
on a wooden crate. Dressed in a
striped shirt and light blue pants,
he has not yet changed into his
standard concert garb consisting
of a black dress covered with orange donut shapes. Mr. Fishman
is nauseatingly calm and relaxed
as he speaks, but why shouldn't
he be casual, considering he is a
member of a band touted by many
to be "the best little band in the
U.S." Now that Phish has signed
onto a major record label, this little
band is quickly getting much
bigger.
Jonathon Fishman didn't
like college. "When I went to UVM,
I came in as an engineering major.
It didn't take me long to realize
that really wasn't what I wanted
to do with my life. It showed in
my grades. I think I got a 1.36 my
first semester," said Fishman.
It didn't take long for the
four members of Phish to realize
that all they wanted to do was
play music. After going through
some personnel changes (one of
the original guitarists left the band
to find God) the band settled into
its current line-up of Trey
Anastasio on guitar, Mike Gordon on bass,
Page McConnell on Keyboards, and
Fishman on Drums.
Lounging back even further, Jon
Fishman' s eyes are sparkling behind his
thick glasses. 'The name Phish comes from
my last name," he says smirkingly. "We
originally wanted to name the band Knot so
we could name our albums things like Knot
Again and Tie the Knot. I think a band's name
should represent the genre of music we

represent. Phish did us more good than
Knot, but we decided that if any of us die,
we'll change the name to Knot."
Two years ago, Phish played in
the Granite State Room of the MUB. Their
die-hard fans, "The Phishheads" had

packed in like sardines. At that time, Phish
was still basically only a locally known
touring act-hell, they had hand-designed
tickets. Times have changed, how~ver, and
with the release of Lawn Boy, the band's
critically acclaimed first album, they have
become nationally known. Now their tickets come through Ticketron.
The show at the Portsmouth Music Hall will be the last on a tour that took
them all over the nation-a tour that taught

With the close of the tour and the
growing success of Lawn Boy, Phish's
popularity is at an all-time high.Originally,
their acclaim grew from the accolades their
fans gave them and by word of mouth. The
pressure to become more commercial is
greater and Phish has come to a
proverbial crossroads. Can the
---~"'"-"'"iilililili!i!iii'o~......,~~~'
group avoid the transformations
which afflict many small bands
who suddeniy become large? Jon
Fishman doesn't think so.
"Personally, I could care less if
people buy the album. Our music
is not going to change either way.
The album is a good thing in my
opinion because now we may get
the chance to play with people we
really admire like Brian Eno and
Frank Zappa. We're not an album
band; we're a live band. The fact
that we have an album is great
because now people can criticize.
Because we have a comparable
thing, I can say whatever I want to
about others. Believe me, I'm quite
an outspoken person." He laughs.
"But basically, it's all bullshit because now that we've been signed,
we will never know how far we
could have taken things without
the affiliation. It's kinda sad."
Grabbing his drumsticks and
stretching his arms, Phish's
vacuum player gets ready to warm
up. Jon began playing the vacuum
player when he was drunk at a
party. "I was just experimenting.
Most of the crazy stuff like the tram polines
in some way different. There's a real poor
wedoonstagearethings we tried when we
mentality in the South-I hated it."
were just joking around during practice."
Big cities are foreign to the memEver so politely, he asks us to
'i!
bers of Phish who cherish their house in
leave-he must-be alone to warm up. Soon
Burlington and think Vermont is the best
the lights will flash and Phish will play
place in the nation. Said Fishman, "Cities
another successful show. In the processJ
are cancerous tumors and with time, they
Jon Fishman will play a vacuum cleaner,
take on characteristics of other cities. L.A.
sing a love song, sing "Sweet Adeleine" a
was hell on earth, and I think everyone
cappella, and be thrown out into the crowd
there will eventually die of a horrible disby his fellow band members. Probably just
ease."
another night as a member of Phish.

them a great deal about themselves and the
country they live in.
''There's a great sameness about
the U.S. Every place we went had the same
kind of places and things," said Fishman.
"But every place we went, the people were

l
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By Ben Zipkin
TNH Staff

"Have a good time, et loaded rock and roll

Who says old-time rock and roll is
dead? Who says that groups like Led Zeppelin or The Rolling Stones have become,
as Bill Shakespeare once wrote, "Food for
worms?" Nobody listens to that stuff
nowadays-let alone play it, right? Wrong.
The four members of Common Source will
definitely refute that point and maybe throw
a few uppercuts in the process. They're out
to prove that rock and roll does have its
place at UNH, and they have a bastion of
fans to back them up.
If you looked. hard enough, there
would probably be no limit to the things
you could find in the basement of Theta·
Chi. Chances are you would probably find
Skquirl, Gorp, Spaz, and Dick, the members of Common Source, practicing away.
About a year and a half ago,
"Skquirl," a.k.a. guitarist Eric Young,
"Gorp," a.k.a. singer Matt Silvia, "Spaz,"
a.k.a. drummer Pete Burrant and "Dick,"
a.k.a. bassist Don Phillips, all brothers at
Theta Chi, began playing a few covers here
and there at parties in the house. They
began playing other fraternities, parties at
Young Drive, and gigs at Nick's and Glory
Daze. Their repertoire contains about 50
covers and five originals. They're currently

seeking a manager and trying to get signed
onto a record label.

a good time, get loaded, rock and roll." This
seems to be exactly what they do. Playing

Whenasked whattheirgoalswere,
Common Source replied by stating, "Have

covers by the likes of Led Zeppelin, Rush,
The Rolling Stones and The Violent Femmes,

--

Common Source has quite a partying set.
Many may think that playing covers is easy and lacks creativity, but the thing
about Common Source is that they play
them exceedingly we.IL They don't play
covers straight; they add their own Common Source "touch." They don't try to be
the bands they cover; they have their own
style. Just because they play mostly covers
doesn't mean that they're an honest-togoodness rock and roll band.
Truthfully, the best part about
Common Source is the originals they play.
Both "Glass Personality" and "ElektrikKoolAid" are excellent, well-rounded pieces.
Considering their musical talent and appreciation of the stylistic aspects of rock and
roll preached by Zeppelin and Rush, it's too
bad Common Source doesn't have a few
more originals.
The band scene at UNH is basically either alternative or hard-core based.
Bands such as Thanks to Gravity, Bob house,
Fly Spinach Fly and thePinkBellyWipeouts
givepartygoersaheavydoseofthe segenres.
A rock and roll band like Common Source
gives fans of live music at UNH an outlet
when they want to enjoy the music we all
grew up with. No one can argue with that.

A ~unch of long-haired

earth-lovin' Folk-Ups
By Heather Osborne
TNH Staff

I used to think that certain words such as Leonard Cohen. Burke provided
could not be used in songs. Take "carbure- rich vocals and guitar and Surette played a
tor" for instance. Somehow, its rhythm was mean guitar and mandolin and chimed in
all wrong; it had no poetic qualities, no once with additional vocals on an a cappella
lyrical charm. When it turned up in a song piece. Burke's gentle discussions about inby folksinger David Wilcox (about a car, fidelity, homelessness, poverty and the enoddly enough), I grudgingly accepted it:
vironment between each song gave the set
Sunday night in the Granite State a sincere, serious tone. The final song of
Room of the MUB was a lesson in folk music their segment was written by a female blues
that broke all of the bounds of conventional singer and was entitled "Reap What You
word usage. Sponsored by the University Sow." Burke relished in dedicating it to
of New Hampshire's Environmental Net- George Bush, "our environmental presiwork, the benefit concert featured five art- dent."
ists of local and national acclaim. A crowd
The slight Patty Griffin played
of approximately 300 gathered for more next, stepping up to the microphone to pull
than three hours to hear impressive acous- it down to her level and grumbling about
tic guitar, mandolin, and harmonica woven how she was always the shortest. A musiwith equally engaging lyrics about PMS, cian from Boston, Griffin had a big, bluesy
finding an unknown pair of Birkenstocks voice at times and a higher, more melodiunder a lover's bed, a homeless Boston ous elfin voice at others. She shyly talked
woman and the cruel irony of New about the origination and age of each song
Hampshire's unfortunate license plate slo- she played, which were all her own (except
for one): She used her voice as a separate
gan.
Upon entrance into the room, instrument, stretching it and embellishing
concertgoers were given the choice of a it (sometimes to the point of skat singing) to
plethora of activities before the musical fit the piece. She wrote the oldest song of
entertainment began. Tables manned by her repertoire (called ''The Cat's Out of the
several environmental groups offered lit- Bag") when she was in high school and
erature about wetlands legislation, ·more swore that its sultry, angry tone was a remefficient use of energy resources, recycling nant from the past and that she was "a
and environmental education programs. much nicer person now." The final song of
The Licker Store catered the event with a the set was about a rough homeless woman
selection of cookies, muffins, coffee, and from Boston that was pointedly honest
hot chocolate and organizers of the event (Catherine, the subject of the song says
sold cassettes and CD's of the featured per- · words like "shit" and wants to string people
formers.
up by the balls) but effective.
.
.Local artist Cosy Sheridan played
1 The final performer was Bill
the first set, which was a smattering oflove Morrissey, who went to UNH and is now
songs, tales of the perils of being female, receiving attention from the likes of Rolling
and the importance of environmental trea- Stone magazine. Morrissey was the unconsures such as the Grand Canyon. Sheridan's ventional of unconventionals for the
candid rapport with the audience ("I'm a evening, from his unusual vocal quality to
girl so I can say 'girl,' but if I were a boy, I'd his clever lyrics and fondness for the MUB.
say 'woman,' get it?") and versatile voice Morrissey was comfortable telling stories
made her an instant hit. The bluesy "PMS," about his travels and the things his friends
a woeful chronicle of the monthly female say in between songs and gently jibed the
"fallopian foul up," effortlessly punctured two photographers who were taking flash
that theory about taboo song subjects photos by saying,"My whole family is here
tonight taking pictures ...and Mom is just so
through its honesty.
Susie Burke and David Surette got persistent!" In a Bob Dylan/ Lou Reed/ ?
together for the following set, which in- voice, Morrissey sang about love (falling
cluded original material and songs by greats for a younger woman who could still name

all four Beatles and The Dave Clark Five),
cars (the song was featured on the NPR
program "Car Talk") and the letdown of
becoming what he'd always wanted to be
(a big time musician). The set also included
a torturous singalong (something that he
claimed all folk singers had to do, however
grudgingly) and an encore Dylan song.
Although the evening was long
(about three and a half hours), the music
and the atmosphere more than made up
for the lost studying time. Each of the performers had their own special charm that
·streamlined even the most odd lyrics.
Hearing them for the first time was the
discovery a new haven of musical talent
and human experience.
One would think that the search
for the saviors of our environment would
be an awkward artistic venture as well:

how emotional can phosphate-free laundry
detergent be? No matter how you package
it, the idea that we need to shell out more
money fm; educational groups such as the
Environmental Network is not attractive to
many people. Similar to the phrase "raise
taxes," it is the kiss of death. But unlike
many of the most smooth pop songs of
nothingness, this is an issue that has to be
addressed if we want to improve or even
maintain the state of the Earth. Last night's
music had a similar sense of urgency. Not
everything that happens to us fits a compact formula, but the sheer fact that it
happens often creates the need for people
to hear about it.

Suicidal Tendencies' Mike Muir
HighJights The Infectious Grooves
By Chris Camey
TNH Staff

Some people dislike Suicidal
Tendencies. Some have never heard their
music and don't know what they say in
their lyrics. They are content to judge them
solely on their choice of name. Therefore,
when told that Infectious Grooves was
created by Suicidal frontman Mike Muir,
they probably won't care. However, there
are those on this campus who will recognize
, his name and who might actually read this
review.
Joining Muir is former Jane's
Addiction drummer Stephen Perkins. Together with bassist Robert Trujillo, guitarists Dean Pleasants and Adam Siegel,
keyboardist Dave Dunn and additional
drummer Scott Crago, they are Infectious
Grooves.
A rather odd mixture of '70' s funk
and Suicidal-style hardcore, Infectious
Grooves has just released their debut album
The Pla~ue That Makes Your Booty Move .. .It's

The Infectious Grooves.
It is Robert Trujillo's bass that is the
musical pinpoint on themajorityof the tracks.
Muir's vocals and funk parody master Alad in
'Sarsippius' Sulamanagic's dialogue sections, which are inserted throughout the
album. These dialogue sections include "You
Look Funny," which involves Sarsippius and
a young kid. "Closed Session" deals with an
argument between Sarsi ppius and a security
gaurd at the Infectious Grooves closed session. Sarsippius, who may in fact be Muir,
sings his "hit" single "Whipped Cream"
Muir's sense of humor is highly
evident on this album. In "You Lie ... And Yo
Breath Stinks," such humor is most obvious.
Muir brings this quality to Infectious Grooves
and adds a dimension that only he can.
Perhaps the strongest track on the
album is "Punk It Up" whose video is receiving strong airplay on MTV's
Headbanger's Ball. Featuring Trujillo's
wacked-out, funky bass and Muir's heavy
guitars, "Punk It Up" is a high speed trip

through Muir's mind. Other strong tracks
include ''Therapy," with a guest vocal appearance by Ozzy Osbourne, "Stop Funk' n
With My Head" and "Do The Sinister."
This should not lead listeners to believe
that they are the only good songs on the
album. Every song is strong both musically
and lyrically.
Infectious Grooves has the feel of
being a side project for its members. They
do announce that they are auditioning for
''The Infecto Groovalistic Female All-Star
Choir," presumably for a second album.
RobertTrujillodoesdeservemuch
credit. He has co-written, along with Muir,
the majority of the songs on this album.
It is unclear whether or not Muir
will be returning to the studio with Suicidal
Tendencies soon after their opening slot on
Ozzy Osbourne's U.S. tour ends. He may
record a second Infectious Grooves album
instead. I am anxiously awaiting Mike
Muir's next appearance, regardless of
whom he records with next.
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Ptan1te State Room ·on Dec ·1$,
The event, : ;which begins at

7:30 p .m,/ will feature sev.e raf local
band~, infludhig Groo.ve Child~ =m ue
~udes~ Mt, Rabbit, and Thinking of
rumping.
Tick~ts are $2 and are available at thl3 MUB Tkk~t Office,. at Alpha
T~u Omega Fraternity, or at the door.
For .more information, call David
Zollen.berg at 862-4722.

PUlitie·r prize-winner·.-- L~t'rrj Mt-M 'u rtry returns
to the old American West with Buffalo Ciirls

11

11

Brett Leslie Freese

TNH Staff
In "Buffalo Girls," (Pocket/$5.99), Larry
McMurtry, Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of "Lonesome Dove," has written yet another
loving homage to the old American West.
This time, Buffalo Bill Cody persuades his
friends and such legends as sharpshooting
Annie Oakley and Sioux warrior Sitting
Bull to join his Wild West Show in London.
He hopes to recapture some of the glory of
the Wild West before it is no longer wild:
"The whole eastern part of the country is
civilized now and the plains are filling up
with towns .. .It won't be long before the
only chance to see riding and shooting will
be in a show."
Yet, "Buffalo Girls" is less a chronicle of
the Wild West Show than it is a de-mythologized portrait of the West and those
who inhabited it. Here, Calamity Jane is not
the legendary woman she's reputed to be,
but instead a lonely drunkard whose story is
" ... mainly based on whiskey and emptiness."
Even the great Sitting Bull proves to be less

than heroic: he is a rambunctious, bellicose
man who is more interested in having his
way with the women than he is in anything
else.
However, through the eyes of No
Ears, an Ogalala Sioux whose ears were cut
off l?Y French traders, the reader gains a
strong sense of how the pettiness, lawlessness, and exploitative nature of the white
man largely defined the American West.
For example, when No Ears temporarily
stays with some soldiers at an encampment,
he realizes that" ... the older soldiers missed
Indians. Now that they had killed so many
of them they suddenly realized that Indians
were valuable people."
Perhaps the characters of Bartle Bone
and Jim Ragg-mountain men who have
hunted down beaver for most of their life
until there are none left to hunt-best represent the author's own wistfulness for the
American West at the height of its greatness
and the haunting irony that the very same
people who helped to shape this land also
brought about its demise: " ... there were no
beaver, as there were no buffalo, which

meant for a true beaverman such as Jim
Ragg that there was really no longer a West.
In the flash of their own lives, a flash already
dimming, it had been used up. It was a
peculiar situation, and a sad one, Bartle felt.
The snows still lay on the mountains, the
grass still waved on the plains, the sky was
still blue and deep as time; only a few details
had actually changed-the beaver gone, the
buffalo gone, the Indians whipped-and
yet, when those things went the glory went
also."
However, Mr. McMurtry tempers the
plaintive tone of his novel with gentle humor. For example, in one odd, though very
funny scene, No Ears acquires a pair of
imitation ears in a wax museum in London.
Consequently, the other Indians who are
visiting the museum decide that they too
want to get waxen body parts, just in case
they lose their real parts in battle!
The characters in "Buffalo Girls" leave
an indelible imprint on the reader's memory.
They are not the heroic stuff of legend;
instead, they are fallible, mercurial, flawed,
yet unpretentious and real. We care for

these people-possibly because they are
not much different from ourselves-and so
their story ultimately moves us.
Larry McMurtry has proven himself to
be the nonpareil historical novelist of the
American West. His sheer inventiveness
and rich imagination in recreating both the
legends of the West and the land itself quite
literally take the reader's breath away. Mr.
McMurtry has an uncanny ability for being
able to effortlessly conjure up the sights and
sounds of all that h~ writes about, whether
it's No Ears seeing a whale for the first time ·
or Annie Oakley having a shooting match
with a lord of England. His lean, clean
prose sweeps the reader away to another
time and place: you become so deeply absorbed in "Buffalo Girls" that you forget it's
a work of fiction.
"Buffalo Girls" is a wonderfully entertaining book; it is also a powerful tribute to
a brief, yet larger than life chapter in American history. Mr. McMurtry 's novel is, in the
author's own words, "both criticism, celebration, and lament for an era and its
passing."

Wanna write for da
arts pages? Come
to room 151 in the
MUB.
Gents - singin' and stylin'(Tim Broaderick Photo)
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Saying goodbye to George Bush
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By Joel Puglisi

"I can vote,
., ., .
and hear me when
I say I will not vote for
the same pathetic
corruption which has
taken control of our
country for the last
twelve years. You also
can say no to corruption and waste ...
Vote Democrat."

-~t
,.s.,·· ·

- - Joel Puglisi

As the year 1992 quickly approaches, I
find myself asking the question: Do I want to
live·through another four years of corruption,
hypocrisy, and sickening displays of "representation?"
Do I want to live in a country where
thousands of people remain unemployed while
their "Kind and Gentle" president swings a
golf club and fishing rod around in Maine?
Do I want to live though another four
years where women and all other minorities
are continually forced into a closet of
segregation,where opportunities and rights
are void due to an overabundance which remain only within the reach of the president's
close.st friends?
Do I want a president who refuses to sign
Civil Rights Bills, except for in the year
directly prior to his hopes of reelection? Do I
want my tax dollars sent off to aid foreign
militia in Central America who fight social
progress? Do I want my country's social Security withholding to be dipped into to help
pay off our nation's ridiculous national debt?
Do I want to have to watch our president
nominate another Clarence Thomas to the
Supreme Court? Do I want to l~ve in a country
where my mothers and sisters earn only sixty
cents for every dollar that my fathers and

~
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In celebration of diversity, the Chaplains acknowledge that
the opinions expressed by one may not be shared by all.
Rabbi David Hartley Mark is Jewish Chaplain to UNH,
religious adviser to Hillel Jewish S.tudents' Organization
and rabbi at Temple Israel, Portsmouth.

Joel Puglisi is a member of the Progressive
Student Network.

By Tom Randall

By Rabbi David Hartley Mark

The Torah portions for this time are serendipitously
appropriate for my assigned topic, that of creating a "caring
community'' here at UNH. We recently read in synagogue
the story of Noah and the Ark, well-known to one and all as
a children's story, but one with a deeper meaning as well. We
meet Nosh as a shining light in the midst of a corrupt world,
a man who "walks with G-d." He spends a considerable
amount of time building an ark for the salvation of himself
and his family, an ark whose tonnage equals that of HMS
Queen Mary -big enough to save a goodly portion of
humanity. Yet, in the end, Noah, his family, and the animals
sail alone. Why? Jewish tradition tells us that Noah, while a
tsaddik (loosely translated as "saint"), is imperfect, for he
keeps his saintliness to himself. He walks with G-d, alone,
refusing to share his gifts with others.
In contrast, the following Torah portion begins the saga
of Abraham. Like Noah, he is saintly; unlike him, he eagerly
and generously shares his gift with others. Himself not yet
blessed with children, he adopts his nephew Lot, and initiates
him into the new faith of Judaism. There are also many
stories relating how "Abraham Avino" (Abraham, our Father) spread the message of monotheism, of a G-d who loves
and cares about us, throughout a pagan world.
What, therefore, is Abraham's message for us? We of
the UNH community, coming from our various faith backgrounds, are called upon to care for, and about, one another.
I am not here speaking of evangelizing for a particular faith
(Judaism is distinctively non-evangelical), but rather of
reaching out and helping one another-in our studies, our
struggles, our striving to create a unified community of
scholars. Let me conclude with a story from Jewish tradition,
describing the difference between heaven and hell. In hell,
the condemned sit before a long table laden with delicious
foods. They are consumed with hunger, but cannot eat,
because their arms are tightly bound to their sides. In front
of each person lies a fork and a spoon-useless to someone
who cannot move his arms. In heaven, the situation is exactly
the same-except that the people there use their fork and
spoon to feed one another.

George Bush and his comrades routinely put
into the air of our country. I say yes to a
country where women have rights over their
own bodies. I say yes to a president who puts
our taxes into combating poverty and environmental destruction. I say yes to a president
who does not waste our country's precious
time and money on a senseless war on drugs.
I say yes to a president who fights a war on
conservation, not on Iraq. I say yes to a president who does not support John Sununu,
Clarence Thomas, and Dan Quayle. I say yes
to a president who does not view the presidency as a means of making themselves, and
their friends, richer.
I have a way to say yes to all of these
questions: I can vote, and hear me when I say
I will not vote for the same pathetic corruption
which has taken control of our country for the
last twelve years. You also can say no to
corruption and waste. Vote. Vote informed.
Vote smart. Don't let our country become the
senseless victim of another long four years.
Vote Smart. Vote Democrat. Say goodbye to
George Bush and his campaign once and for
all.

The agony of competition ...

TOUCHSTONES
A Chaplain's Reflections

brothers make? Do I want to have a president
who implies that women have no right to
make the most sacred decision a woman could
make, regarding their reproductive rights?
Do I want to watch our president walk out
of church and declare waron a country simply
to meet our country's irrational demands for
oil? Do I want the air that our world breathes
to be continually contaminated because of
many reasons that our president could have
fought?
Do I want to live in a country where
people who make twenty times what I make in
a year will have to pay less in income taxes
than you or I will have to pay? Should I have
to live under a president who spends three
times the amount of money on unnecessary
military spending than he does on all social
programs combined, including children's and
mentally disabled welfare programs?
I answer NO to all of these questions, and
to all of the questions which could, and have
been, raised surrounding George Bush and his
ridiculous and pathetic acts which he calls a
presidency.
I say YES to a country where people are
equal, where people do not sleep in the gutter
in front of the White House, and where the air
that I breath is not of the filth and waste which

:=?;:::::~~

n the land of academia, lit round
the clock by the Grail of knowledge, we may attempt to forget
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of excellence.
On-Friday, November 1, a man's
shadow rebelled, and blasted the foundation of
an entire University, one of the country's best.
The story from Iowa
City is that his thesis
didn't win the best of
the best award, that he
lost in competition to
his roommate. After
years and years in
stacks and labs, his first
great inark was presented and wasn't immortalized or canonized. Something about
itwasn 'tquite brilliant. _
His work was painted
with 'almost,' with a
judgment of failure
before it even got out
of the neighborhood.
Something inside couldn't accept. 'This
isn't what you said it would be!' the voice must
have cried. Screamed. 'You ·can't tell me I
failed! All these year~ of prostration before the
gods, now I get to be a god, damnit! Fair is-fair.
All those smiles ·on your faces, all your clever
assignments, your bureaucracy, applications,
tests, all the hopes you dangled. I did everything you told me, better than anyone else!
Always put under, running behind, coming up
with ideas, figuring out computer programs
and graphics for your data, doing your work for
them better than you ever could, and you get the
name in print! You owe me! I win! I can't take
it!'
Gang Lu, 28-year-old graduate student in
Physics at the University of Iowa, shot his
mentors, his competition who was also his
former roommate, the chairman of his department and the department secretary on November 1, 1991. Then he killed himself. "He was
one of the departments most gifted students,"

the papers said.
Before I flunked out and transferred here, I was a student at the
University of Michigan. There, the
rule was that you put your book bag
in the rear of the lecture hall while
you wrote your exam. During the
Biology mid-term, my bag was stolen. As I picked up my final at the

end of the term in the Biology Office, I found that my books, my bag
and all my notes for the first half of
the course had just been turned in
that day.
There, as here at UNH, certain
people always studied six or seven
hours a night on top of classes, and
all day both days of the weekend.
One of my roommates would even
put a stopwatch on study breaks.
These students called themselves
the gunners. They'd go out once or
twice a month, but weren't much
fun to hang out with - they were
usually wasted by 10:00. Gunners.
They got the best grades, putting 90,
100+ hours a week into memorizing
data, comprehending and manipulating ideas. And there is fierce pressure at all levels to perform: If you
work in Kingsbury Hall, every day
you walk by plaques listing the

names of those who have achieved
"High Honors" or "Honors."
All students know the feelings
evoked by mid-term week, and by
final exams. Many of us develop a
ritual, in which these periods become frantic sprints to be followed
by mental vacation. Rhythm is established. In science courses, maybe
· it is three ex ams spurts and
. the final jam.
Imagine: to
live in this
frenzied state
all the time.
All those feelings erupt at Michigan,
primal scream
hour was between 5:00
and 6:00, evenings of exam
week. We live
through those
ten days almost as one entity; we
support each other. Imagine four~ ·
eight, fifteen years of such bearing
down. Under the gun.
Shadows. We each live in
shadow as much as we live in light.
Every day contains little failures as
well as triumphs, if we allow ourselves to fell them. But what about
whey you 're the best? Life is reduced. Youalwayssetyourselfupto
win, or get cut. All A's, or get pushed
down the ladder; you are tracked
practically from conception. When
do you ever fail in your life? As a
gunner, if you have not realized failure, humility, shame or grief before
you attain undergraduate status, you
are not likely to recognize it outside
of academia while you are there.
continued page 16
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Tire agony -of competition ...
FORUM, continued from page 15
For some-perhaps many students-school bernmes
life: personal validation twisted inextricably with academic
success. And if you never fail in school? Personality is
squeezed out the window: you perform. A mental athlete, of
sorts, in an individualist sport. Yet any highly successful
athlete today has a support group, an "entourage." Where do
the best of the best find support? They are constantly working.
Do they find support among the competition? With the
judges? Some teachers may be coaches, but they are judges as
well, the student dependent on them for connections and
recommendations as well as grades.
To be the best of the best in academia, you've got to
play without support. While you are young and have the
energy, you depend on overcoming and overbalancing, denying or swallowing any obstacles along the way. Money?
Scramble for scholarships, grants, tutorials; take out loans.
Most banks, at least, will still invest in you. Sex? Find an
utterly submissive partnerorpay for it. My two friends in med
school subscribe to Playboy. Eating? Live by institutional
food, hope for future developments in nutrition micro-packaging technology. Exercise? Run between class and lab.
Sleep? Lack of it, mostly, with the aid of stimulants.
Pride and fear dominate the emotions of the participant striving for top honors in a competitive world. Perhaps

especially for a male, prone to an array of repressive stereotypes promoting pride based on fear, moving in such a
pressured environment constantly fathoms the primal, the
place deep inside beyond words where existence is crush or
be crushed, produce or be ignored, surmount or be subordinated; survive or die.
I did not know Gang Lu and I do not presume to
speak for him. I grieve this horrible, horrible event, and I wish
to indicate that I empathize, deeply, with the forces of competition in the world of academia. These killings register not
so much intellectually, but rather in the gut, close to home. I
feel Gang Lu's shadows are in some part the shadows of every
student, at every university in the country.
The University oflowa suspended classes, to mourn
as well as indicate the need and desire for understanding. Yet
here at our University, the immediate response is, "I heard he
was touched." "Really freaked out." The story is given to the
second page, small print. An event of this proportion demands
more attention: it nearly matches the denial that leads to such
catastrophe, to convince ourselves by force of will that Gang
Lu was merely crazy.
If I am a student, I need to be more aware of wh;;tt
competition is; both how I compete and what role competition
plays in the institution I take part in. I might take a closer look
at where I get support. How I take care of myself as a person.

THINK SPRING BREAK '92
Feb. 28 - Apr. 25, 1992

7 Nights

CANCUN - from $429
BAHAMAS - from $369

Whether or not I separate my self-esteem form my success in
the classroom. How I view my teachers: do I accept their
judgment as subjective, or do I invest them with some
inhuman power? If I am a teacher, I need to be more aware of
what competition in the institution I take part in. I need to
consider the student, in balancing teaching and research. If I
am an administrator, I need to be more aware of competition.
I need to examine closely the definition of prestige and
excellence that I help to promote. I need to strongly consider
the emphasis that interactive teaching is give in my University, in balance with the need for research.
Most imperatively, if I am an educator or an American I need to be more aware of what competition is: how the
child develops the tools of competition, and what effect these
processed have on him as an individual,and in the community
he is a part of. To re-examine: what are we promoting as
education? Was Gang Lu crazy all along, or do we entertain
the possibility that he may have just done what was expected
of him, to the point where he could not live by any other
standard but perfection? In a world where competition is the
baseline of reality, who wins?
Finally, as a person, I might be more aware of how
my friends are doing. Because unfortunately, a gunner isn't
going to take the time to read this.
Tom Randall is a senior at UNH.
SPECIAL
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in the program, so stop the petty
politicking and act in the best interest of the students. After all, suecessful and happy students reflect
well on a program and on the University.
The students were more than
happywith thejob thatLonnie was
doing. There may be some University politics that we are unaware of,
but the important thing to us is that
the IA Program takesourneedsinto
account. The only person we could
count on to do this was Lonnie
Dickerson. The only way to assure
that this kind of mutual respect and
tI_ustwillcontinueinthefutureisto
BRING LONNIE BACK!
Susan Asbedian
Senior
Poli Sci/Int'l Affairs

Please help
To the editor:
As we approach the end of the
semester and focus on the Holiday
Season, it is time to reflect upon the
past, celebrate and give thanks for
the present, and look to the future.
Unfortunately, many people are
unable to be joyous and appreciate
this season due to economic and
social conditions.
I'm convinced that the Greater
Seacoast United Way is an excellent
means to support our neighbors and
citizens who are less fortunate.
Many greater seacoast residents
require help more·than ever before
in order to achieve a brighter future.
It is essential that we maintain and
even strengthen our effective network of regional health and human
service agencies.
Please consider making a contribution to this year's UNH Greater
Seacoast United Way Campaign. If
you have already given, thank you
for your support.
Best wishes to each of you.
Dale Nitzschke
UNH President

Vote no
To the editor:
VOTE NO on the Student
Senate Referendum on Dec. 10!
Why? Because the Sports Council
wants you to pay for this new recreational facility with a mandatory
fee! If you vote no, the facility will
still be built (see the Master Plan),
but the Administration will have to
seek other ways of collecting money
for the facility.
Don't get me wrong, it will be
wonderful to have a sports facility
dedicated to the students all day
long. There will be all the courts
and workout rooms at your disposal. Prospective incoming freshman would be impressed with the
facility knowing that they could
work out when they wanted. Parents
of these freshmen would be impressed that their kid would be able
to stay fit while in school. All this
would help to add good publicity to
the University and help entice prospective students.
I think the benefits of the facility
are many and also important. My
question is why does the Administration al ways think of the students'

pockets when they want to build
something? Other universities and
colleges have been able to finance
several facilities with the assistance
of alumni and other sponsors.
Clarkson University, a school of
only 3,600 students built a multimilliondollarStudentUnion.Where
did they money come from? Mostly
from alumni support, senior class
fund raising projects and corporate
grants. The alumni center at
Clarkson is staffed by both paid
employeesaswellasvolunteerstudents, all of whom get on the phone
and solicit money for the improvement of Clarkson. Why can't the
University of New Hampshire have
the same support? What does the
UNH Foundation do for the students? I bet that thousands of UNH
alumni would be more than willing
to support their alma mater.
The mandatory fee used to pay
for the recreational facility is like
paying for a health club membership. Even with the health club
membership, do you really think
that the new recreational facility
will not be overcrowded by athletes
over time? VOTE NO on the referendum to have a mandatory fee for
the new recreational facility, and
let's try to get the Administrators to
become more creative in its fund
raising instead ofjust adding MORE
FEES!
Ron Locandro
Civil Engineering

Reporting
sexual
assaults
To the editor:
As UNH students, we feel the
need to address the recent ludicrous
proposal put forth by Vice President
of Student Affairs Dan DiBiasio.
He is suggesting major changes in
the way sexual assault statistics are
reported at the University. We are
curious to know what you feel the
studentbodywill possibly gain from
, .this unwarranted attempt at blatant
censorship of sexual assault statistics? Why do you feel the need to
change something that has been
working successfully since 1988?
Wedo agree that one of the points in
the proposal is valid. Reporting
statistics en a semester basis rather
than a monthly basis increases the
educational impact as well as protecting vittim anonymity. The
agreement with the proposal ends
here, however.
Mr. DiBiasio stressed the fact
that the current reporting system
has caused a great deal of "confusion." As college students, we found
absolutely nothing confusing about
the current reporting system. The
statistics are clearly stated and explained allowing us to interpret them
accurately. Statistics are currently
broken down into the following
categories: stranger vs. past assaults.
Each division provides crucial information, which the students and
community have the right to know.
We are curious to know which students Mr. DiBiasio has spoken to
who are "confused," as we have not
encountered any of these so called

baffled individuals.
Reporting both on and offcampusassaultsisnecessarytopaint
a true picture of student body safety.
Approximately 50 percent of the
student population lives off-campus. Excluding them from the statistics released by the University
would be inexcusable, for two reasons. First, it would provide a false
representation of student safety. In
addition, it is telling these students
that because they don't live on
University property, they don't
count. We cannot leave the reporting of off-campus statistics to the
individualtownpolicedepartments.
It is traumatic enough for any vietim to report his/her assault even to
a trained rape crisis counselor.
Imagine how difficult it must be for
a victim to walk into an unfamiliar
and slightly intimidating police
department. In fact many don'tstatistics show that fewer than 1 in
10 victims report their assaults to
the police.
This issue is not going to go
away by censoring statistics so that
they appear more reassuring to the
administration. We need to encourage as much reporting as possible.
It should be regarded as a strength
that UNH has a climate in which
people can feel comfortable reporting their assaults. We strongly
urge that SHARPP's policy on reporting sexual assaults not be altered
so that the community can continue
to be fully informed.
Jen Conway, UNH Sophomore
Heather Fleming, UNH Junior
Annette O'Connor,
UNH Freshman
Daragh Mamane, UNH Senior

Parking
problems
To the editor:
On Thursday Dec. 5, I drove to
school as usual. I dropped off a
carpooler and proceeded to try and
park in Lot C. I was greeted by
somebody from University traffic
and a barricade of cones. This man
informed me that the barricade was
up to reserve parking spaces for the
vendors for the craft fair. He said
there were 51 vendors who all
needed a space to park. I'm no math
wizard, but there were at least 60
spaces behind the barricade. Although these numbers may not be
accurate, the trend is. Many more
parking spaces were taken away
from permit-paying commuter students that was necessary. I understand that the vendors pay to come
peddle their wares, but they don't
pay for the privilege to park in a
spot that I or another student has
paid for. There is no argument that
they need to park here to unload
because they are given advance access to the loading dock for this
very purpose. With thatoff mychest,
it is not so much that they are taking
commuter parking spots; it is that
for every VIP or special function
that occurs in the MUB, the parking
is taken from the students. It would
be more understandable if at every
other possible event, the parking
was restricted in a faculty lot, such
as lot B which also is proximal to

the MUB. The parking situation is
poor as it stands, without discrimi.=_
natingly only restricting _the stu- 7
dents. Why not spread the mconvenicnceoverthewholeparkingcommunity? Furthermore, the vendors
and visitors.arenotevenrequired_to
pay for their spot for the day, errcum venting the meter fees or
parking violation they would encounter if they we~e not given this
blanket of protection. T~e cost of
the payr?ll for the traffic control
workers1snotevenoffsetduetothe
free privilege extended. I am not
upset at traffic (for this instance
anyway) and I am not upset at the
vendors. I see a problem with these
special events in relation to parking
and discrimination in the current
procedure for dealing with this
situation.
DP Cochrane
Senior, LSA

Double
standards
To the editor:
I find what appears to be a
double standard in the Women's
Athletic Department disturbing.
This double standard revolves
around how the department reacted
to two situations involving women's
coaches, Russ McCurdy and Nancy
Krueger.
Russ McCurdy wrote the now
infamous article for The New
Hampshire that was of questionable taste. Judy Ray, the Women's
Athletic Director, released a statement stating that the article was
incompatible with his coaching
duties at the University of New
Hampshire, and with m~ch fanfare,
launched an investigation.
Although the article did raise
questions about Coach McCurdy's
fitness to continue at UNH, he received strong backing from the
Women's Hockey Team that he
coaches. This indicated that the article did not directly affect his
coaching relationship with his
players. Under these circumstances,
the Athletic Department decided to
give Coach McCurdy a reprimand
and allowed him to continue as
Women's Hockey coach.
Nancy Krueger had her entire
cross country team quit at the end of
the season. This lack of backing she
received from her athletes directly
a(fects her coaching relationship
with hercurrentathletes. The entire
team quitting also raised serious
questions among the high school
coaches and athletes in the State
thus affecting her ability to recruit
future athletes. Judy Ray released a
statement that no investigation was
under consideration. This was a
grave mistake because serious
questions have been raised about
Krueger's fitness to coach. This
situation, as it currently stands, indisputably affects Coach Krueger's
ability to continue effectively in her
duties as a coach at UNH.
As a high school coach, I cannot recommend to my athletes that
they attend UNH and compete until
there is reassurance that there is
nothing wrong within the women's
running program. The situation with

Coach Krueger requires an investigation to alleviate the concerns of
the current athletes in the program,
the h'igh school coaches in the state
and the high school athletes applying to UNH. The cloud that currently exists over the women's
running program at UNH must be
lifted. The only fair and constructive
way to lift this cloud is with an
investigation similar to the investigation Coach Mc Curdy went
through. Judy Ray must elimin.a te
this double standard and, for the
future development of the program,
reconsiderheroriginaldecisionnot
to investigate the women's running
program.
Signed,
Wayne A. Scott, UNH Senior
Oyster River High School Girl's
Track and Field Coach

Thanksfrom
SHARPP
To the editor:
Dear Phi Kappa Theta:
On behalf of SHARPP, I would
like to thank Phi Kappa Theta for its
financial contribution resulting from
the Dance Marathon. Because of
budgetary constraints, this contribution is needed more than ever.
The significance of the dance, however, surpassed SHARPP's financial
needs. I tindicated a new era between
SHARPP and the Greek system.
Rape is not only a woman's issue
and if we all are to promote healthy
relationships, we need foi you to
continue your involvement.
Sincerely,
Eve Goodmon
SHARPP Coordinator

Athletic pass
To the editor:
As an athletic pass holder, I
expect to be able to get into any
regular season UNH game. I spent
the money to get the pass and I
expect to be able to use it. The
reason for the pass is so that I can
get into any game. The reason I am
writing is to protest about the new
ticket system that pass holders must
follow. In order to get into a hockey
game one has to go all the way to the
fieldhouse and show a card and his
ID. This makes no sense at all. If a
student has a busy day at school he
does not have the time to go over to
the fieldhouse and wait in line. If
the student does not get the ticket by
a certain day then he must pay for a
ticket the day of the game, even if he
has a pass. The old system was
much easier on the student, he had
to show up out back of Snively and
that was it. If the University still
demands that athletic pass holders
have to get tickets before every game
than the University should at least
move the ticket office to a more
central location, such as the MUB
ticket office.
Jameson Paine
Sophomore
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Need Extra Cash?
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$

NOTICE - THE STUDENT ACTIVITIE
OFFICE IS CURRENTLY SEEKING AN
INSTRUCTOR

The Student Senate is
looking for a

TO TEAC

UCTORY/BEGINNERS KNITTING
IN THE SPRING, 1992 MUB MINI-COURSE
PROGRAM. THE COURSE WILL RUN ONE
NIGHT A WEEK FOR SIX WEEKS, STARTING
THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 3 - 7. THE
POSITION REQUIRES A STRONG KNOWLEDGE
OF KNITTING TECHNIQUES, THE ABILITY TO
CONVEY THAT KNOWLEDGE VERBALLY AND
THROUGH DEMONSTRATION, AND A
MODERATE AMOUNT OF PATIENCE. ANYONE
INTERESTED SHOULD CONTACT TONY AT
862-1001, OR STOP BY MUB ROOM 126,
BEFORE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18.

ember 12th
..!...!.:..:::.:..:.:.:=..,.....::::...=..= ..;=-=-----~

.

Duties include: attending Senate meetings,
Sunday nights at 6:00 (meetings last
anywhere from 1 1/2-4 hrs). Typing and
posting meeting minutes each week.

Contact Amy Papaionou, Student
Senate, 862-1494 or stop by the
Student Senate office Rm 130, MUB.
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
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Don't forget:
.

Student Referendum

Tuesday, December 10th
Answer the questions:
I would favor the construction of a new
recreational sports facility. (answer yes or no)
I would be willing to pay an additional fee of $50
per semester to support such a facility. (answer ·
yes, no, or don't know)

Cast your vote in one of the foil owing places:
Stillings, Huddleston, Philbrook(during
lunch or dinner), McConnell(l0-5),
Stoke(l0-5), the MUB(10-7)
For more information ·about the facility, stop
by the Student Senate Office - Rm. 130 MUB &
READ TODAY'S FORUM!!

More info available at polling places.
.
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.It's up to you ...·Make the Choice!

LASSIF IED AD
HELP
WANTED
Heatwave Vacations, Inc -The
only student owned, student managed Spring Break operator is
looking for campus representative.
Earn free vacations and the biggest paychecks in the industry.
Call (800)-395-WAVE.
Reebok needs two student representatives to assist in an upcoming
campus promotion. Call for more
info: 617-262-3734.
Helper for handicapped man. No
experience necessary. Need own
transportation. Mornings $6.25/hr.
call Dan 692-4764.
Free Spring Break Trip + Cash.
Cancun! Jamaica! Bahamas! Join
the #1 Spring Break Team. Sell
trips on your campus and earn free
trip for youself plus bonus cash. 1800-331-3136.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or
~ - Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.
143
$10 to $50 COMMISSION. EVERY BOOKING. EVERY TIME.
Heatwave Vacations, Inc. is looking for bright, personable individuals to promote our European
skiing and Caribbean Spring Break
trips. Earn free vacation and big
paychecks. For more information,
call Gregory at (800) 395-WAVE.
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!! Openings available
for individuals or student organizations to promote the country's
mostsuccessfulSPRING BREAK
tours. Call Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013.
Disabled person in search of personal care assistant for Winter
break. Pay $6.25/hr. Mornings,
evenings, or weekends. Job consists
of personal grooming, hygiene,
meal preparation, house cleaning,
laundry detail. Excessable to students on our near campus. Immediate response requested 868-1986
leave message.
ChileCarePositionAvailable.We
areaprofessionalaganecylooking
for dedicated, loving childcare
providers for families in the Boston, MA area. We offer training,
excellent benefits and salary, plus
time to explore New England. 1
year commitment necessary. Call

The Nurturing Nanny. 1-800-5528133.
Free Spring Break Trip + Cash.
Cancun! Jamaica! Bahamas! Join
the# 1 Spring Break Team. Sell trips
on your campus and earn free trip
for youself plus bonus cash. ·1-800331-3136.

FOR SALE
Christmas Trees, Premium Fir Bal~am, Scotch Pine, Potted trees,
wreaths, Christmas Shop, Kindling
wood, Balsam acres, Portsmouth
Avenue, Greenland. Call 436-2424.
DAYTONA BEACH!! - SPRING
BREAK '92 MAR. 13-22. Oceanfront hotel on strip. Best beaches,
clubs, & party!! Includes seven
nights hotel, plus deluxe roundtrip
motorcoach. Only $279!! (quad.
occ.) Call YANKEE TOURS at 1800-9DAYTONA, M-F, 8-6.
Airline ticket to Chicago, Ohare
December 24-29-$200. Please call
Marty at (603) 433-1284.
PROTECTYOURSELF _Defiance
Mace - Your life may depend on it.
Pocketcan$15.95mailto:COREY,
415 Millstone #8, Manchester, NH
03102.
Christmas Trees, Premium Fir Balsam, Scotch Pine, Potted trees,
wreaths, Christmas Shop, Kindling
wood, Balsam acres, Portsmouth
Avenue, Greenland. Call436-2424.

I HOUSING

Available second semester,
Newmarket, One bedroom ($310$330) and two bedroom ($425) apts.
Phone 868-2281 evenings.
Live at the Coups two, three, four
and five-person units available for
second semester. Call P.J. Maguire
Agency 868-1262.
NEWLY CONVERTED BARN
ON 37 ACRE ESTATE! IN
EPPING! 2 bedrooms, full kitchen,
$850/mo, washer + dryer, unfurnished call 679-8383
Dover, unfurnished apt., Kirkland
Street, five large rooms, two-three
bedrooms, off street parking, near
coast bus, sec. dep. $550/month
includes Heat. 436-1882.
Very large, sunny room with bath,
laundry, cable hook-up. Garage,
storage, country location in Exeter.
Could be shared by two. $350/mo.
utilities included. $400/mo if two.
Use of large house with fireplace.
Welcome! Call ?78-2822. Must
Rent Soon!!!
Rent a room at Alpha Gamma Rho.
$1,438 per semester. Includes 15
meals/week, cable, kitchen, cook,
social benefits.
DURHAM - 2 person, 2 bedroom
apt. Walk to campus. Full kitchen/
Liv. Rm./Bath. $250.00/month.
Mike/John 868-5209.
DURHAM: 3-5 bedroom farmhouse, available Dec. 1, 3 miles to
UNH, $850/month. Phil 742-9112
or Liz 868-5161.

1 Bedroom basement apt. with own Mature person. Own room and
kitchen and bath in Durham, $175/ bathroom. Parking, Non-smoking,
month, parking, very short walk to no pets, $300 per month. lei. utiliUNH. Available Jan. 1, 1992. Call ties. Male preferred. 868-284 3.
659-5146.
Spring Semester - $1325 for the
semester, spacious apartment for 4,
Adjacent
STRAFFORD PLACE
Madbury Road. Close to campus,
37
FeaCenter
England
New
to the
tures include: singles, doubles, 868-3915. Ed or Dave.
apartments, micros, refrigerators,
laundry facilities, tv & study lounge, DURHAM PRIVACY PLUS!
off-street parking - stop by our of- Single room only $200/month.
fice at 14 Strafford Ave. for rates Private student unit with shared
kitchen and bath and I bedroom
and to inspect or call 868-2192.
apartments with parking are also
FOR RENT - 2 Bedroom contem- available within walking distance
porary home in lovely residential to campus. Call The Cheney Comneighbohood in Newmarket. Own- panies at 659-2303.
ers transferred $500/month. Plus
1RANSFERS - 3 BDRM. APT.,
utilities. call 659-6783.
Living, Dining, Kitchen. $265.00/
DURHAM Furn. Rm. $900/se- person. Avail. Jan. 15. 969-5350 or
mester ($180/month) utilities incl. 431-0068.
residential, parking, shared bath,
kitchenpriveleges,868-5477.Leave
message or 868-1396 EVENINGS.
___________
DURHAM three-Bedroom apt for
three people. Available Jan. 15 to
May 30. $265/mo./person. Call 8685350 or 431-0068.

APARTMENT FOR RENT! Ideal
location above Store 24! Hot water
and heat included great monthly
rate,Availablefor4peoplecall8687303.

Ill

SERVICES

DECEMBER GRADUATES!
Order your Graduation Announcement, Graduation Party Invitations
and Napkins to celebrate your
achievement. Huge selection!
Martha's Markings (603) 659-6727.
Professional word processing/
typesetting for reports, theses, correspondence. Tape transcription,
date base, laser printing. Experienced, Quick return, Janet Boyle
659-3578.
STUDENT AUTO SERVICE &
REPAIR general repairs, preventative maintenance, winterizing, used
car appraisals, rust repair. LOW
student rates, pick up and delivery
in Dover/Durham area. Call 7424757 ask for Craig.
Word Processing. Top Quality,
Next-day return. Pick up and delivery. $1.65 per page. Diane 9425881.

I~

RIDES

Ride needed to Washington, D.C.
Can leave as early as 18 December.
Will help with gas, don't ruind
driving. Call Jock 749-2238. Message maching.

IPERSONALS it1
***DAY EVANS AND CARLA
DiBONA *** - I can't believe you
wanttoleave UNH!?! I'msoproud
of my two amigas. I wish you t_he
best of luck in the real world and
hope to join you in a few short
months. Congratulations Carla,
David sounds like a nice guy and
he'll make you very happy. Day,
I'm not sure about you and the law.
You find it very easy to agree with
people, but the corruption and failings in the legal system may frustrate
you to the point of no return. Someday you might even agree with ME!
You both know you'd better call me
before you leave and next semester!!! Love, Pablo (868-3224)
STEPHANIE POWERS - Where
the hell have you been?! I know
you'll make a big difference in the
environment. I suspect global
warming will be a thing of the past

once you're involved. Every day
the air will be cleaner and the water
brighter in Durham once you are
gone -fixing the problem I mean.
Come to the Party!!! - Paul
GUPPEY/DOVER INDOOR
POOL LIFEGUARDS-We have to
get together before X-mas! How
about this Thursday? Give Kristen
acallat868-7344. EXERCISE THE
RIGHT CHOICE! WE'RE NO
FOOLS WE SWIM AT DOVER
POOLS!
Members of the Women's Issue Resource Center would like to encourage students to attend this month's
Women's Networking Breakfast Women- Having Fun! Featuring
Cindy Garthwaite and Joyce Gibbs
singing and entertaining Wednesday, December 11, 1991. 8:00am 9:30am, STRAFFORD ROOM,
MUB. The Women's Commission
will be collecting toys, books, and
food for the Wildcat Santa Toy &
Food Drive at this breakfast. Please
bring a contribution if you can. To
reserve a place call the Women's
Commission at 862-1058.
Looking for a friendly, helpful
roommate? Get yourself an IBM
Personal System/2. It'll help you
turn out term papers and reports
faster and better. It's easy to learn
and fun to use. Special educational
prices at the University Technology
Center, ground floor, Thompson
Hall.
In need of a miracle. 1 Or 2 tickets
for Dec. 14th graduation. Phil
Vergkis 862-4979.
Announcing an enhancement to
the IBM PS/2. A low-interest rate
load that's easy to apply for. Visit
the University Technology Center,
ground floor, Thompson Hall for
detail.
Dec.16, 1991 MADDIE! HAPPY
21ST BIRTHDAY! HAVE A
GREAT DAY! LOVE, SUZ
Dance Choreography Showing.
Modem, Ballet, and Theater Dance
pieces choreographed by students Dec.11th, 7:30pm-NewmanDance
Studio. Come, it's free!
FRESHMAN CAMP TRYOUTS.
Last weekend to tryout. Anyone

_________________
TH_
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welcome to tryout. Keep the Wagon
Wheel Rolling. Info or application
Room 135, MUB. Yeah Crew!!! .

security and LOTS OF LOVE.
Please call Jay and Lisa collect
anytime (802) 235-2312.

ADOPTION - We will provide a
beautiful life for your baby. Let's
help each other. Call collect, (603)
929-0388. Barb and Don.

Ski. Ski. SKi. Sunday River. Full
timestudentseason passes: $325.00
Students discount cards: $45: Receive a FREE day of skiing anytime
plus get $5 .00 off every time you
ski. For more information call: 1800-67 5-8865.

Do you like to have fun? . Spring
Break in Jamaica, Florida, Cancun.
Call Kim/Sandy 2-8721, 8723.
ADOPTION:PuppyDogs,Kittens,
Hugs and Kisses await your baby. A
loving couple longing to adop. We
will provide a lifetime of laughter,

GRADUATION
TICKETS
NEEDED- will pay $15/ticket. Call
Mike 868-5209.
FRESHMAN CAMP TRYOUTS.
Last weekend ·to tryout. Anyone
welcome to tryout. Keep the Wagon

Wheel Rolling. Info or application
Room 135, MUB. Yeah Crew!!!
*Attention* tickets are now on sale
for the Area III Bash see your Hall
Government or RA's for details.

______________

welcome to tryout. Keep the Wagon
Wheel Rolling. Info or application
Room 135, MUB. Yeah Crew!!!

2-!3 . :.

location above Store 24. -Hot.water :·:
and heat included, great monthly
rate, available for 4 people. Call
868-7303

APARTMENT FOR RENT! Ideal

Caribbean only $189. Roundtrip
air to somewhere sunny and warm!
Hitch a ride to EUROPE for $160!
AIRHITCH (R) 212-864-2000.
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
sudents or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI.
1-800-423-5264
FRESHMAN CAMP TRYOUTS.
Last weekend to try out. Anyone

It's not just another way for you
to spend your money.
It's awayto help you save it.
Now, getthe Card and get
Student Privileges. Special
savings created just.for you.
Only from Ameri<;an Express.
If you think the American Express® Card is
simply.another way to buy things, we'd like
to share some valuable news with you: Since
you're a student, tl;Je Card can actually help
you save.
Become a Student Cardmember today, and
., you'll automatically get American Expr(:ss ®
Student Privileges,.. our newly expanded
package of outstanding savings and special
offers. All designed just for you-with more
of what you need, for more value from the
money you spend.

Use your certificates to visit friends at other
schools, see your family back home or enjoy
yourself during a vacation. And the best part:
Each certificate could savf you as much as
$250 over regular Continental Airlinesfares
on a coast-to-coast t-:--ip.
OUR NEWEST ADVANTAGE: UP TO.
30 MINUTES OF FREE MCI LONG-DISTANCE
CALLING EVERY MONTH FOR AYEAR
00

· Talk about value. Now the Card can
also help you sa~e on your longdistance calls. In total; you
could save more than .$44
when you enroll and use
the American Express
Card as a calling card.
And you don't even have to
.
change
current long........ distanceyour
company.
Ba

____
Continental

Ill

3 ROUNDTRIPS ON
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES-AT A PRICE THAT
REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE
Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy
this great deal on Continental Airlines:
three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189
each-depending on where you're going~
What's more, these certificates are good anywhere Continental Airlines flies in the 48
contiguous states.
'

•c1

PLUS, SAVINGS ON CLOTHES, FOOD,
MUSIC ... AND MORE

Student Privileges Value Certificates give
you the savings you need on the things
you want-a sure way to make the most of

a college budget. This year alone, Student ·
Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,
Eddie Bauer, MTV and ArtCarved dass rings,
among others.
You'll find your certificates in each issue of
our exclusive student magazine, A1i1erican
· Express® Card CONNECTIONS-where you'll
also find valuable ideas and information
about college life today.
A GOOD INVESTMENT, A GREAT VALUE

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all
these savings, as well as all the traditional
benefits of Cardmembership-like
the personal attention you can get
24 hours a day from our Customer
Service representatives.
And because you settle your account in
fu~l each month, you won't pay cl/J.y finance
charges-which can save you even more.
All of which goes to show that the
American Express Card is an exceptional
value. Because while there are many ways
for you to spend your ■
money, there are few
E
TRAVEL
that help you save it.
s RELATED
Apply today.
®
SERVrCES
An Amercan Express company

•Tobe eligible, you must be approved by December 31, 1991.
•• Acredit of up to S3.70 for calls will appear on e,ich billing statement
for 12 months after enrollment. S3.70 is equal to the charges for a
domestic 30-minute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call
and appropriate surcharges. You must enroll for this service by
December 31, 1991.
© 1991 American E!Cpress Travel.Related Services Company. Inc.

.·

Get the Card today.- Call·1-800-942-AMEX.
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4. Providence

3

2

0

6

29

20

9

4

0

63

42

6. Boston University

2

4

0

4

29

40

8

4

0

51

51

8. Merrimack

O

3

0

0

5

8

7

7

0

59

51

Hockey

Men
UMaine, 6-2
UNH, 8-1
at Orono, ME
at Ithaca, NY
UNH(8-4-0) ... 1 0 1 - 2
UNH(5-1) ... .4 4 0 - 8 Maine ........... 3 0 3 - 6
UM,
First PeriodComell........ O O 1 - 1
Women

First Period- UNH,
Karyn Bye (Johnson, Merz)
7:48; UNH, Lisa Bent
(Thibodeau, Thome) 8:01;
UNH, Dawn Thibodeau
(Davidson, Tatarouns) 12:48;
UNH, Karyn Bye (Merz,
Matthews).
Penalties- UNH,
Colleen Coyne (hook).
Second PeriodUNH, Stephanie Knox
(Tatarouns, Neily) 7:42;
UNH, Jocelyn Johnson (Bye,
Merz) 9:39; UNH, Dawn
Thibodeau (Davidson) 13:47;
UNH, Liz Neiley (Tatarouns)
15:46.

Third Period- CU,
Linda Campbell (Moxcey,
Ratushny) 9:20.
Penalties- UNH,
Amy McPhee (trip).
Saves- UNH, Erin
Whitten 7-6-4 17; CU,
Chantal Toth 10-6-10 26.

UNH, 7-0
at Rochester, NY
UNH ........... .l 3 3 - 7
RIT.............. O O O - 0
First Period- UNH,
Colleen Coyne (Thibodeau,
Knox) 1:28.
Second PeriodUNH, Liz Neily (Roberts,
Knox) :37; UNH, Karyn
Bye (Merz) 9: 16; UNH,
Bye (Merz, Werner) 15:02.
Third Period- UNH,
Bye (Johnson) 3:22; Lisa
Bent (Thibodeau) 10:30;
UNH, Dawn Thibodeau
(Thorne, Bent) 15:45.
Penalties: UNH,
Skehan (hook); UNH,
Skehan (hook); UNH,
McPhee (hi-stick)~
Saves: UNH,
Whitten 7-5-3 15; RIT,
Lisa Gimlin 12-10- 16 38.

Downey (Robitaille, Montgomery)
6:35; UNH, Flanagan (Amodeo,
UM, Roy
Mitrovic) 8:01;
(Robitaille, Downey) 9:01; UM,
Pellerin 18:49.
Penalties- UNH, Malone
(holding); tJM,Murphy(holding) .
Second Period- No
scoring.
Penalties- UNH, Malone
(slashing); UM, Link (hooking);
UM, Tardif (interference); UNH,
Chebator (interference); UM,
Ingraham (hit from behind); UNH.
Donovan (roughing).
Third Period- UM,
Montgomery (Downey) 2: 10;
UNH, Flinton (Donovan, Dexter)
2:36; UM, Conlan (LaCouture)
15:48; UM, Ingraham (Fenton,
Pellerin) 19:01.
UNH,
PenaltiesUNH,
Mitrovic (hooking);
Thompson (late· hit); UM, Roy
(roughing); UNH, Flanagan
(Roughing).
Saves- UNH, Levy 7-8-7
22; UM, Snow 6-8-7 21.

UMaine, 9-0
at Orono, ME
UNH(S-3-0) .......... 0 0 0 - 0
UM ....................... 3 2 4 - 9
First Period- UM, Conlan
2:27; UM, Ingraham (Downey,
Robitaille) 11:50; UM, Pellerin
(LaCouture, Silvennan) 19:44.
Penalties- UM, Link
(Interference); UNH, Russell
(Int.); UNH, Flanagan (Holding);
UM, Weinrich (Holding).
Second Period- UM,
Montgomery (Roy, Robitaille)
6:32; UM, Pellerin (Imes,
Ingraham) 8:09.
Penalties- UM, Tepper
(Late hit); UNH, Blow (Late hit);
UM, Salfi (Int.); UM, Imes
U NH, Messina
(Holding) ;
(Hooking).; UM, Imes (Holding).
T hird Period- U M,
Fenton(Imes) 2:11; UM, Ingraham
(Pellerin, Fenton) 5:06; UM,
Downey (Roy, Martin) 9: 18; UM,
Pellerin 10:28.
Penalties- UNH, Malone
(Int.); UNH,Schmidtke (Holding).
Saves: UNH, Levy 1713-131, UNH, Abel 0-0-77; UM,
Dunham, 4-3-4 11.

Basketball- Lady Flames Classic

Hockey

Hockey
Men

UNH scoring leaders:
Name

Go.

A

Amodeo
Flanagan
Mitrovic
Morrow

13
12
6
10
2
5
0
1
3
3
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
13
17
8
7
2
7
5
2
2
1
4
3

Klym
Stewart
Messina
McGrath
Flinton
Donovan
Thomson
Dexter
Russell
Blow
Malone
Jensen
Cooper
Chebator
McGinn
Poole

Pts.
26
25
23
18
9
7
7

6
5
5
4
4

3
2
1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

Women
UNH, 56-51
Finals
UNH ................ 23 33 - 56
Morehead St.. .. 21 30 - 51

UNH, 62-61
at semifinals
UNH............. 32 30 62
Marshall ....... 26 35 - 61

UNH- Meaghan Lane 0-0
1-2 1, Marcie Lane 2 -10 5-6 10,
Gagne 0-0 0-0 0, McLaughlin 0-0 00 0, Matteson 0-0 0-0 0, Ryan 0-1 00 0, Kerri Eaton 4-6 0-0 8, Daly 1-3
0-0 2, McCoy 2-7 1-2 5, Cote 1-5 23 4, Teya Eaton 0-3 0-2 0, Holtham
0-0 0-0 0, Seiden 5-12 2-5 12,
Russell 6-7 2-2 14.
MOREHEAD- Joplin 3-4
0-0 6, Litton 3-8 0-0 8, Belcher 0-0
0-0 0, English 0-2 0-0 0, Eden 2-7 22 6, Prince 0-0 0-0 0, Belcher, 0-4 00 0, Spa1ce 1-2 0-0 2, Tallbacka 0-0
0-0 0, Ousley 5-18 3-5 14, Smith 0-3
2-3 2, Magrane 5-16 3-6 13,
Ainsworth 0-0 0-0 0.

UNH- Meaghan Lane 1-1
0-0 3, Marcie Lane 3 -7 7-9 14,
Gagne 0-0 0-0 0, McLaughlin 0-0
0-0 0, Matteson 0-0 0-0 0, Ryan 1-4
1-1 3, K. Eaton 6-10 0-0 12, Daly 615 1-4 13, McCoy 1-3 0-0 2, Cote
0-3 0-0 0, T. Eaton 0-2 0-0 0,
Holtham 0-0 0-0 0, Seiden 3-9 1-2
7, Russell4-4 0-1 8.
MARSHALL- Simms 36 0-0 6, Huff 5-16 2-3 13, Brown 27 6-8 10, Hogan 0-0 0-0 0, Kraft 310 4-4 10, Eddinger 0-10-00,
Krueger 2-9 5-11 9, McElhinny 0-0
0-0 0, Barker 1-4 0-0 2, Reed 0-0 00 0, Quinn 0-10-00, Higgins 4-9 35 11, Stankavich 0-0 0-0 0.

Women

Basketball

UNH scoring leaders:
Name ~

Go.

Bye
Merz
Thibodeau
Davidson
Coyne
Johnson
Tatarouns
Knox
Harris
Bent
Matthews
Thome
Neily
Werner
Roberts
McPhee
Skehan
Totals

8
1
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
31

A
5
9
5
4
2
3
3
3
2
1
3
3
1
1
1
0
0
46

Pts.
13
10
10
8
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
0
0
77

NAC Notes
For the first time,
the NAC has established a
Scholar-Athlete Award for
each of the 20
intercollegiate sports it
offers championship
competition. Each school
will nominate one scholarathlete per sport, and then
the NA C office will select
a scholar-athlete for the
conf ere nee. Each nominee
must have a minimum 3.2
cumulative grade point
average and be a starter or
important reserve who has
participated throughout the
entire season.

UNH men's scoring1eaders:
Name

Pts.

Rebs

Assts FG% FT% Min

Powell
Manor
Ben
Caldwell
O'Connell
Neimeier
Carr
McDonald
Cummins
Davis
Crosby
Montanari
Lang
Williams
O'Connor
Lewis
Totals
Opponents

25.5
7
7
6
5
5
4.8
3.3
2.8
2.5
2.3
2
1.7
1.3
1
3
70.3
84.8

4.3
4.8
2.8
5
1
2.5
2.3
2.8

3.3
1.3
0
.8
0
.3
.5
1
1.3
.5
1
0
0
0
1
.3
10
15

2

1.5
3.3
1
2.3
.8
0
1.3
39
37

.455
.333
.571
.370
1.00
.583
.321
.211
.445
.111
.250
.500
.333
.154
.000
.000
.368
.509

.850
.700
.800
.571
.500
.667
.500
.600
1.00
.615
1.00
.000
.250
.500
.500
.500
.710
.707

34.5
22.8
14.5
18

5
15.3
15.3
16.3
14
12.3
.18
3
11.7
5.5
9
7

UNH women's scoring leaders:
Pts
Name
11.6
Seiden
11.2
Ma. Lane
10.8
Daly
8.4
K. Eaton
8
Russell
5.2
McCoy
3.6
Ryan
2.2
Eaton
T.
2
Gagne
1.3
Me. Lane
1
Cote
0
Matteson
63.2
Totals
Opponents 55.4

Rebs
3.2
4.2
5.2
3.8
4.6
3.6
4.2
2.2
1
.3
.8
0
38.8
44.6

Assts
1
4
1.6
3
1.2
1
1.2
2
0
.3
0
0
15.2
9.4

FG%
.458
.366
.362
.438
.655
.579
.467
.1 58
1.000
1.000
.125
.000
.426
.333

FT%
.364
.724
.647
.000
.667
.667
1.000
.625
.000
.500
.600
.000
.640
.676

Min
27
33
24
26.4
18.8
13.4
23
19.4
2
6.3
10.4
2

25
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UNH ski team means ,serious business
1992 squad could prove one of the best in UNH history
By Kevin Moran
Special to TNH
This is serious business. Wildcat Skiing
is serious business. Gone are the summer and
autumn days w~s--had to road ski and
r.un and hill bound and run and run some more.
Snow is here.
All of the team's dry land training boils
down to getting on snow and concentrating on
ski specificity quickly and efficiently before
the racing season gets under way Jan.. 17 and
18 at the Bates College Carnival in Rumford,
Maine. In Rumford, the Wildcats will attempt
to edge out their three consistent rivals,

Dartmouth, Middlebury and Williams. The
University of Vermont remains the team to
beat in the East.
This year will be unlike any other because the 1992 UNH Ski Team will carve its
own unique history into a long and proud
skiing tradition here in New Hampshire. It
looks like a history UNH Skiing will be eager
to remember.
Head Coach and UNH Skiing ·coordinator Cory Schwartz is less cautious and
more optimistic about this year's team compared to those of recent year's past. This
year's fall training has been emphasizing top

Skiers to watch for:

Men's nordic Men's alpine
Patrick Weaver:
Weaver is this year's senior captain
and should place consistantl y in the
top 10 around the carnival circuit of
races this season. Weaver was an
All-American as a sophomore.
Charlie Boswell:
Boswell threatens to finish close to,
if not in, the top ten.
Art Sanders:
Sanders, along with Boswell, should
be a strong finisher for the 'Cats this
season.

Ivar Dahl:
Dahl finished 7th in the giant slalom in Salt Lake City and will capitalize on his GS finish last year.
Dahl is an All-American and will
captain this year's team.
Kurt Almond:
Almond placed 19thattheNCAA's
inSaltLakeCityandshould threaten
the East this year as he continues to
climb the rungs on the slalom course.

Women's nordic Women's alpine
Maria Hasett:
Hasettwaslastyear'sUNHWomen's
Athletics Rookie of the Year. Hasett
was named to the Eastern Elite Cross
Country Team.
Kate Thomas:
Thomas finished 12th at the NCAA
Championship in SaltLakeCity last
march, capturing the top Wildcat
finish there.
Kristin Downs:
Downs, a sophomore, was also an
NCAA qualifier last year.

Janice Rossi:
Rossi won the giant slalom race last
yearatthe UVMcamival and should
be the 'Cats biggest point scorer this
year.
Jill Listowich:
Listowich suffered from a virus that
kept her away from training. If she
can overcome it, she should keep
putting up points for UNH.
Erin Sullivan:
Sullivan tied for 13th at last year's
NCAAs in Salt Lake City.

Championship competitors and All-Americans, a Rookie-of-the -Year, at least half a
dozen former Junior Olympians, several State
Champions, four Easter Elite Team members, and truckload of ambitious and talented freshmen, UNH will show no remorse
when the players strap on skis and ready
themselves to pounce upon the competition.
UNH is ranked 10th in the nation at the
present moment and the long reaching goal
for this season is to move up to 7th in the
country. If the skiers can stay healthy and race
consistently, seventh in the nation is a conceivable accomplishment.

a

1992 Schedule Top ten
Jan. 17-18
Bates Carnival
Jan. 26
Castleton State Carnival
Jan. 31-1
Vermont Carnival
Feb. 7-8
Dartmouth Carnival
Feb. 14-15
Williams Carnival
Feb. 21-22
Middlebury Carnival
March 4-7
NCAA Championship
Hosted by UNH
(at Waterville Valley)

~
1-fome for the Jfo{ufays
at the

quality training from top quality athletesrather
than a vicious quantity of workouts. But ask
any skier and they will tell you the quantity
part is already there. Every skier puts in
anywhere from 500 to 550 plus hours of
training per year.
"There are more skiers on the team this
year who have the potential to be All-Americans than any other year I've been here," said
Schwartz. Schwartz has been head coach at
UNH for 10 years.
With several nationally ranked skiers, a
couple All-East First Team members, an AllEast second team skier, several NCAA

:J\&,w 'Engfaruf Center

The New England Center will be open and
ready to welcome you and your out,of,town
guests throughout the Holiday Season!

• All rooms $45.00 per night
• Any 7 days for $280
Our new and cozy Acorns restaurant is open
the entire week between Christmas and
New Year's Eve, and our special hotel rates
offer luxury accommodations at an
unbeatable price.*
For room reservations, please call 862,2801,
For dining reservations and a detailed
schedule of holiday meals and menus,
please call 862,2815.

NEW ENGLAND CENTER
15 Strafford Avenue
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
* Special hotel "Home for the Holidays" rate available 12/22/91 - 1/3/92. Plus 8% rooms tax.

UNH sports

fans' holiday
wishes
10. The Fishman at Snively on a shift with Savo and
Dom.
9. A trip to the Garden on March 14, 1991 for the
Hockey East Championship- Wildcats and Maine
Black Bears.
8. Jose PQM'ell and Kendall Daly in a three-point
shootout.
7. Gardner O'Flynn as the No. 2 starter on the Red
Sox.
6. The women's ice hockey team versus the San Jose
Sharks.
5. · The UNH football team Christmas caroling
downto.wn.
4. Jeff Levy recording his first shutout in net_.
3. David Gamble and Dee Brown in a dunk contest.
2. Wild E. Cat on skates during home hockey games.
1. Witnessing Karl and Fritz in a pick-up game of oneon-one.

ALL STUDENTS
SEMESTER BREAK WORK
VECTOR MARKETING HAS FULL TIME
AND PART TIME POSITIONS
OFFERING EXPERIENCE
IN ALL ASPECTS OF
BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATIONS

* Starting Rate $9.25
* Special 2 - 6 week work program
* Internships / scholarships possible
* Training provided
* All majors may apply
Vector Marketing has worked with and trained
motivated, success oriented college students
throughout the United States and Canada since its
founding in 1977. CALL nearest office:
Nashua (603)891-1545
Portland (207)878-2463
Peabody/ N.Shore
(508)977-9153

Lexington (617)275-4980
Worcester (508)841-4250
Boston/Suburbs
(617)449-4362
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UNH swimmers on track
By Jen Armor
TNH Staff

Work part-time and eam
up to $25,000 for college.
With the GI Bill and the New Hampshire Army National
Guard, you can earn up to $25,000 for college. In the
National Guard, you can qualify for the GI Bill, a Cash
Enlistment Bonus, the Student Loan Repayment Program
and much more! All for just one weekend a month and two
weeks a year.
The Guard offers training in over 300
different job skills. So if you're looking
NEW HAMPSHIRE
for a part-time job that not only gives
you money for college, but also the time,
call today.

1-800-322-9393
The National Guard is an equal opportunity employer.

NATIONAL

GUARD
Americans at
their best.

On Wednesday, the Wildcats
swam Holy Cross. "Times weren't
exceptionally fast, but they did what
they had to do. I couldn't have asked
for anything more," said . coach
Brenda Skelley. Both the women
and the men beat Holy Cross.
The women's side was a strong
win, UNH 151 Holy Cross 92. "If
we didn't win an event," said
Skelley, "we took second, third and
fourth."
In the distance events
Schuchman took second place in
both the 1000 and 500 yard
freestyles. Harms swam to a third in
the 1000 and Benoit placed fourth
in the I 000 and the 500 yard
freestyle.
The 'Cats swam a close race in
the 200 yard freestyle with Doherty
finishing second, Johnson third and
Buskley fourth. Doherty went on to
win the 200 yard backstroke with a
time of2: 10:94, anew school record.
Johnson swam to a third and Osgood
fifth in the backstroke.
Culbertson won the 50 yard
freestyle with a time of :25.64.
Teammates Woelfel and Dueger
placed third and fifth respectively.
In the lO0yardfreestyleCulbertson
swam to a second, Woelfel third,
and Heelan fifth.
The 200 Individual Medley was

a strength for the 'Cats with Harms
taking second, Harnett third and
Osgood fourth. The same was true
for the 200 butterfly. Mallery raced
to a close second. Laudel and Harms
were right there finishing third and
fourth. The 'Cats won the 200 breast
stroke with Jackman swimming to a
time of 2:38:62. Harnett took third
and Buckley fourth.
Relays were yet another
strength for the 'Cats. In the 400
yard Medley ~elay the team of
Doherty, Harnett, Woelfel and
Culbertson won with a time of
4:15:80. TherelayteamofJohnson,
Heelan, Dueger and Schuchman
won the 400 yard freestyle relay.
The Wildcat Divers swept both
the one meter and three meter boards
with no problem. Karen Palmer won
both boards, Roosevelt took second
on both boards, and McClusky third.
Coach Cogswell was pleased.
Skelley said there was no problem at all for the men. They held a
lead over Holy Cross throughout
the entire meet. The final score was
UNH 147 Holy Cross 82.
Dan Bailey had a good meet
winning both the 200 yard Individual Medley, 2: 06: 88, and the 200
yard backstroke,2:04:45. The 'Cats
swept the 200 IM with Sinnamon
finishing second and O'Such third.
O'Such also took third in the 200
yard backstroke and Reyna fourth.
In the distance events for the

men, Denneen took the 100 yard
freestyle with a time of 10:46.83.
Reyna swam to a third and Baron
fourth.
The sprinting events were a
strength for the 'Cats with the 'Cats
swimming to a second McFarland,
third Wilson and fourth Szuba. Dix
swam a close second in the I 00 yard
freestyle, Friend fourth and Shea
fifth.
Gregory swam to a strong second in the 200 yard butterfly with
Craig taking third and McFarland
fourth. The 'Cats went on to win the
200 yard breast stroke with Steve
Meyer finishing with a time of
2:24:99. Hinman placed third and
Baron fourth.
The 'Cats relays own both relays. In the 400 yard Medley relay
the team of O' Such, S innamon, Dix
and Craig took first with a time of
3:52.62. The team of McFarland,
Denneen, Bailey and Dix won with
a time of 3:21 :26.
Diving Coach Cogswell was
pleased with the divers performance.
Binette won the one meter board
with Levy and Berger placing third
and fourth. On the three meter board
Binette dove to a second with Levy
and Berger in third and fourth place.
Coach Skelley was happy with
the way the team swam. "This is
just what we needed. A good solid
win for both the men and women."

UNH

Athlete
of the
Week
presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPC>RTS

38 Main Street

UNH swimmers break records Saturday against Fairfield (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
By Arthur Linke
TNH Staff

Name; Shannon Doherty
Sport;

Swim Team

Senior swimmer Shannon Doherty
helped the Wildcats raise their record to
4-2 with a 182-118 win over UMass and a
189-85 win over Fairfield on Saturday.
Doherty won all four events that she
swam. She was a member of the 200
medley relay team that came in first with a
time of 1:54.53 and she won the individual
medley event in 2: 15.16.
Doherty won her other two events in
record time. Her time of 1:00.93 in the 100
backstroke is a New Hampshire record.
Her time of 2:08.65 in the 200 backstroke
set school and Swasey Pool records. It wa
the fastest time recorded in New England
this season and was just short of the New
England record of2:07.96.

Durham, NH
03824
Look for the "Athlete of the Week every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!
1
'

It was a Saturday of broken records in
the Swasey pool as both the men's and
women's swimming and diving teams cruised
to victory. The women won theirtri-meet 189
to 85 against Fairfield and 182 to 118 against
UMass, while the men defeated Fairfield by
a score of 133 to 84.
The women raised their record to 4-2 on
the season, and have now won their last four
meets. The men stand at 2-3 and have also
been victorious in their last two meets. According to head coach Brenda Skelley, "the
hard work is finally paying off. The team is
training the harder than ever. If we can compete so well when we' re not even fully rested,
just imagine how well we'll do at the NAC
championships. "
If setting new records is a valid indicator,
things are definitely looking good for the
'Cats. The women, led by Shannon Doherty,
set four recods, while the men set one of their
own. The women opened up by taking the
200 yard Medley relay (Doherty, Hartnett,
Woelfel and Culbertson) in 1:54.53, and
thereby set the standard for the rest of the
meet. Doherty won both the 100 Yard and
200 Yard backstrokes with times of I :00.93
and 2:08.65, and teammate Jen Schuchman

captured the 1000 Y Free with a time of
10:54.33.
"The women's team has nine senior
members who- all exerted a tremendous
positive influence at the meet this past
weekend. There was a tremendous amount of
enthusiasm, and there were many personal
records set. Although the women were
physically tired, they came together as a team
to handily win the meet," said Skelly.
The men combined in a true team effort
to set the pool 200 Y Freestyle relay record
with a time of 1: 30. 78 (Craig, Dix, McFarland
and Denneen). Even younger members of the
team did their share in contributing to the
victory as freshman Alex Reyna and sophomore Steve Meyer won the 100 Y Back and
Breast respectively. "It was definately a solid
team effort Some of the guys weren't swimming their strong events, and we wi.;re stil in
control of the meet," remarked Skelley.
This afternoon both the men and women
hope to continue their winning streaks as they
face Boston College in Boston. "We're
looking to the NAC's at the University of
Deleware Febuary 28th, 29th and March 1st,
but for now we're going to concen.trate on
B.C. and hopefully we'll continue to see our
hard work pay off," concluded Skelley.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T_H_E_NE_W_H_A_MP_S_H_I_R_E,'----TUE_S_D_A_Y_D_E_C_E_M_B_E_R_l_:_0.:_,_19__9_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Women's hockey
bounces back
By Nick Strangas
By Michael Hayward
TNH Staff
It may seem ridiculous, but the
Northeastern University women's
hockey team played a big role in
UNH's 7-0 win over the Rochester
Institute of Technology and 8-1
drubbing of Cornell this past
weekend.
Northeastern, who beat the
'Cats 2-1 in overtime last week,
was the motivating factor in the
wins because of what happened in
that OT. With 29 seconds left,
Shelley Looney jammed home a
loose puck in front of the net. More
importantly, however, Wildcat
goalie Laura Stiles broke her thumb
on the final play and is expected to
be out of action for a month.
"I think we were smarting a
little from that game," admitted head
coach Russ McCurdy. "We were
ashamed and embarrassed to let
them score and then they break the
goalie's (Stiles) hand."
It didn't take long for that extra
incentive to kick in as the 'Cats

scored just 1:28 into the contest
against RIT on Saturday. Junior
forward Colleen Coyne collected a
pass from junior forward Dawn
Thibodeau and sophomore forward
Stephanie Knox and blasted a shot
past Tiger netminder Lisa Gimlin
for a quick 1-0 advantage.
UNH put the game away in the
second stanza when they connected
for three more scores. Freshman
forward Liz Neiley scored her first
career goal in a Wildcat uniform 37
seconds into the frame for a 2-0
lead. Junior captain Karen Bye followed that up with two goals of her
own en route to a hat trick and the 70 whitewashing of their hosts.
"We were just kind of workmanlike," said McCurdy. "We just
kind of wore them down."
Following up on her outstanding performance against the Tigers,
Bye came out flying on Sunday
against Cornell. She grabbed the
puck in traffic and whipped it past
Cornell goalie Charttal Toth at 7:48
for a 1-0 UNH lead.
Junior forward Lisa Bent then

•

Shauna Davidson hits a one-t ,mer. The Wildcats bounced back after a tough loss at Northeastern
(Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
scored what proved to be the game
winner just 13 seconds after Bye's
goal when she scored off a feed
from Thibodeau and senior forward
Kelly Thorne. Five different players scored the next six goals which
made McCurdy a happy coach.
"I got to use everybody,"
Mccurdy added. "Freshman
defenseman got ice time. We were

T'was two weeks
after f oottiall seaso n
A poetic look at the '91 season
By Glenn Hauser
TNH Staff
T'was a few days before finals
And still on one's mind,
· Was the UNH football team's
Gradual climb
Toward a chance at the playoffs
For Division I-AA
With the talent of this squad, it didn't seem
too far away.
The team was ranked No. 8 in the preseason
As even the experts thought there was reason
To be scared of the 'Cats, their eyes filled
with fire
.Inside their hearts was a burning desire.
The opening game was kind of absurd,
They went to Virginia to play the Thundering
Herd.
The edge to the game was in the stands
Where in this new stadium sat more than
33,000 fans.
A heartbreaker it was-a 24-23 loss
I guess that night Marshall showed us who
was boss.
But the 'Cats were not down, instead on the
prowl,
Hosting UConn, Hofstra, and Maine in the
first games at Cowell.
Three games played resulting in wins,
And a true test came against the Fightin' Blue

Hens
Of Delaware U.
Who on that same Saturday had Homecoming too.
Upsetting No. 5 Delaware, the 'Cats played
great
Burying the Hens 45-28.
For our Homecoming Game, Richmond came
to town,

But the visiting Spiders were subsequently
downed.
Winning 34-0, the game was no test,
For on that day in October it was obvious who
was best.
After a week's hiatus, UNH won its next two,
A nailbiter over Northeastern, a laugher
against BU.
With a 7-1 record and the lead in the Yankee,
With a win at Villanova, we could control our
own destiny.
In a game which was billed the 'Cats versus
the 'Cats,
The ones from UNH came on the field pretty
flat.
A 33-7 loss didn't help our plight,
But still the playoffs were surely in sight.
The last two games were definitely must-win
And UNH did over the Rams and Minutemen.
That Sunday the NCAA said UNH was worth
An invitation to postseason, their first playoff
berth.
What more they would be hosting the Bulldogs of Samford,
Who people kept confusing with the Cardinal
of Stanford.
UNH was up 13-7 at the intermission,
With the lead at home it looked like a good
position.
But the Birmingham team stormed back and
have
an to thank,
A junior nmning back whom the fans call
Tank.
The game ended with a 29-13 score
And the UNH players feeling quite poor.
But this was a season of many highs
Nine wins, three loses, and zero ties.
After the game, UNH left to a rousing cheer
Because Wildcat fans know there's always
next year.

all business. I saw a lot of good,
unselfish team play."
Cornell spoiled junior goalie
Erin Whitten 's bid for a second
shutout in two consecutive days at
7:20 of the final period. After stopping a couple of shots, Whitten was
beaten by Linda Campbell to close
out the scoring.
Though it may not seem like it,

the game was closer than the final
score might indicate.
"It was pretty close territorially," said Mccurdy. "We were
sharp. We really put on a good·
show."
UNH raised it's record to 5-1
with the impressive victories and
will next do battle at Harvard on
Thursday.
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injury,andplayedagre atgame,"saidSanborn .
Two Morehead State fouls in a row al"In fact, all of our players contributed greatly lowed UNH to regain the lead on Russell and
in both games."
Cote's two free throw baskets apiece. The
The Wildcats gained a 10-5 lead at the Wildcats quickly saw their lead disappear
14:36 mark of the first half as Laura Seiden, when two UNH fouls led to a 48-45 Morehead
UNH's second leading high scorer for the State advantage with five minutes remaining
game with 12 points, grabbed a rebound and in the game.
put in the shot for two. UNH' s lead dwindled
The 'Cats finally sealed up their defense
to one with nine minutes remaining, but and put their offense to work. A McCoy feed
Marcie Lane's three-point swish widened the led to an Eaton layup and took UNH out of the
'Cats lead to15-11.
r~ for good.
Junior Cheryl Cote's underneath shot
The 'Cats fended off any Morehead
gave UNH a seven-point lead, its largest of challenges, and put the game out of reach
the game, at the five minute mark. Morehead when Russell, UNH's leading scorer with 14
State ate away at the Wildcat's lead, and cut points, put in her final basket with seconds
the deficit by two, 23-21 at halftime with a left in the end game. A 56-51 Wildcat win
last second baseline shot.
capped off a perfect weekend and gave UNH
Morehead State jumped on top 24-23 its first tournament victory this season.
with an opening three-point bomb in the
"Excellent player to player defense was
second half. After a McCoy layup at the the key in both games," said Sanborn. "Our
17:30 mark, UNH and Morehead State only team weak spot was rebounding in the
swapped one point leads for the next six second game."
minutes until Morehead State brought the
UNH will rest this week before travelmonotonous exchange to an end with another ling to Dartmouth on Saturday Dec. 14 to face
three-point jumper to take a 37-35 lead.
the Big Green at 2 p.m.

HOCKEY,
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put in three. Eric Flinton put in the 'Cats
second goal on a shot from the right circle.
Flinton 's goal was assisted by Rob Donovan
and Jason Dexter.
"We battled but we didn't get the ones we
should have," said Umile.
Umile is looking forward to February
when the 'Cats will have another shot at
Maine in Snively Arena. "We can definitely
skate with them," Umile said. "If we play
with heart and enthusiasm we can beat them."
The 'Cats next game is a bi8 one as the
team takes on UMass-Lowell. "I think this is
the biggest matchup in Hockey East right
now," Umile said. "It's important to stay in
the race at the top and right now UMassLowell is the team at the top."
Cooper and Morrow will be playing
against the Chiefs, but McGrath, Klym and
forward Rob Donovan are questionable.

Men's Hockey
action over break
Dec. 11 at UMass-Lowell
Dec. 28 at Dartmouth Tourn.
UNH vs. Dartmouth
BU vs. Vermont
Dec. 29 at Dartmouth Tourn.
Consolation
Championship

Jan. 3 ME R ACK
Jan. 7 at R.P.I.
Jan.13 ST. LAWRENCE
Jan. 17 at Boston University
Jan.18 BC
Jan. 24 at Providence
Jan. 25 NORTHEASTERN
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UNH ATHLETICS

✓

By Bryan Mitchell
due to strong defensive and offenTNH Staff
sive efforts by starting forwards coOn a wintery New Hampshire captain Kendall Daly and junior
weekend, the UNH women's basDeb Russell. Daly chalked up 10
ketball team travelled south to points and two rebounds, and
compete in the Lady Flames Clas- Russell was perfect from the floor
sic in Lynchburg, Virginia. The going 3-for-3 for six points and
Wildcats turned up the heat, and grabbing three rebounds.
edged out two close victories over
UNH earned its largest lead of
Marshall University 62-61 and the game, 10 points at the 1:29 mark
Morehead State University 56-52 in the first half, as Meaghan Lane
to capture the tournament title.
duplicated her sister's earlier threeThe Wildcats claimed the pointer with one of her own.
championship title on the backMarshall hit two foul shots and
bone of a total team effort. The scored an inside basket with thirty
'Cats utilized a balanced scoring seconds left to cut UNH's halftime
effort and strong defensive play to lead to six, 36-32.
improve its overall record to 4-1.
The second half started with a
Under the roof of Liberty three-point wake up call by
University's new 10,000 seat athMarshall. Marshall kept close to
letic facility called the Vines Center, UNH and took a one point lead off
the Wildcats squeezed out an ex- of a layup at the 13:45 mark. UNH
citing one point win over Marshall and Marshall exchanged one point
University Friday night.
leads until more than half-way
Marshall controlled the initial . through the second half. Senior cotip off, but UNH controlled the captain Sue Ryan hit one of two foul
lead for the rest of the first half.
shots to give the 'Cats a one point
The Wildcats took an early two Jead UNH would hold onto for the
point lead as guard Kerri Eaton hit rest of the game.
the back of the net after a minute of
The Wildcats led by four 62-58
play. UNH slowly built its lead to
with 2:50 remaining in the game
10-7, and point guard Marcie when Eaton hit a IO-footer. The
Lane's three-point explosion from
UNH offense shut down after
the right side gave the 'Cats a sixEaton's shot and survived the rest of
point lead at the 14:52 mark in the
the game with a little luck.
first half.
Marshall sliced the deficit to
The Wildcats kept a sizeable one point with 1:15 remaining in
lead through the rest of the half the game. This is where Lady Luck

WoIDen hoopsters
take Lady FlaIDes
tourney in Virginia
showed up. With under a minute
remaining, Marshall missed an inside shot but grabbed the rebound.
After taking a timeout to assess the
situation, Marshall put up a final
shot as the buzzer sounded but it
missed. UNH came away with the
62-61 victory.
"We were very fortunate in the
Marshall game," said coach Kathy
Sanbom. "If they (Marshall) hi(
one of their final shots, I don 'tknow
if we would have had enough time
to get a winning basket."
Morehead State's 74-67 win
over host Liberty University Friday
night set up the championship game
on Saturday between UNH and
Morehead State. Once again defense and team depth proved to be
the deciding factors in the Wildcats
56-51 victory.
The 'Cats opened up an early
lead as co-captain Daly put in a
quick two off of a layup. These
would be the only points Daly would
score as she received a minor
sprained ankle just two minutes into
the game and had to leave.
Daly's replacement, junior
Karyn McCoy, played a full game
in all aspects of the word. She
played 33 tough minutes and registered five points, but more importantly pulled down nine rebounds.
"Karyn came in after Kendall's
Laura Seiden helped lead the Wildcats to the Lady Flames Classic
HOOP, page 27
Championship this past weekend (Ryan MercerffNH Staff photo).

Hockey loses twice to
#1 ranked UMaine

Joe Flanagan scored one of only two UNH goals at Maine (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).

L----------------------------------

1

By Steve Lankier
TNH Staff
As Greg Blow exited the ice during
yesterday's practice, he summed up the
hockey team's performance in its two game
series with the University of Maine. "You
see this," Blow said, holding up a broken
Christian hockey stick. "This is all we came
back from Maine with."
Unfortunately, broken sticks were not
the only thing the 'Cats came back with.
UNH also tacked two Hockey East losses on
to its record after being crushed by UMaine
9-0 on Friday and 6-2 on Saturday.
"Friday night was awful," said head
coach Dick Umile. "We played real flat with
no effort and Maine played great."
UNH was playing with out the services
of seniors Greg Klym, Scott Morrow, Jim
McGrath and junior Jesse Cooper. The loss
of these players definitely hurt UNH, but
Umile blamed Friday nights blowout on the
teams style of play.
"In the first period Maine came out and
stuck it to us," Umile said. "We just sat back
on our heels and let them run all over us. I
was not pleased at all with the effort."
The 'Cats were outshot 47-11 in the
contest. Jeff Levy made 31 saves before
being liftedearly in the third period. Back up
goalie Brett Abel was unable to stop the

Black Bear's swarm however, as UMaine
beat him for three goals.
UNH had some decent chances but after Maine jumped out to a 3-0 lead after one
period there wasn't much hope.
Saturday night's game ended with a loss
as well, but it was a much closer game then
the 6-2 result. In front of an Alfond Arena
crowd of 3,998, the Black Bears and the
'Cats fought out a fairly even battle. "Saturday night we played a lot better," said Umile.
"I was happy with the effort.
After Maine's Brian Downey scored
just 6:35 into the game, UNH responded
with one of its own. At 8:01, Joe Flanagan
beat Maine goalie Garth Snow from the left
crease on a UNH power play to tie up the
game. Domenic Amodeo and Savo Mitrovic
recorded as sis ts on the' Cats first goal of the
weekend.
Jean-Yves Roy and Scott Pellerin put
two more goals in for the Black Bears to give
them a 3-1 lead at the first intermissioff.
UNH had several chances in the second
period, but were unable to capitalize. Levy
and Snow both turned away eight shots in
the period.
The final period was a carbon copy of
the first as UNH netted one while UMaine
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